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Abstract
A basis for modern controller design is an accurate model of the plant. A detailed 
finite element modelling (FEM) framework for rotor/m agnetic bearing systems is 
presented, and the derived FEM model of the flexible rotor test rig is then used 
for robust Hoc control design. A novel, versatile LMI based design method is 
introduced, which takes the physical structure of the system into account. This 
facilitates the specification of design criteria and allows for the formulation of 
multiple design objectives in one unified framework. Conventional linear time in­
variant (LTI) Hoc controllers are designed for one particular rotational speed only. 
When applied to different speeds, plant variations may lead to closed loop insta­
bility. The applied LMI gain-scheduling techniques, however, guarantee robust 
stability when the system operates at varying rotational speeds. All derived H 00 
controllers are tested by simulations and experiments. Their stability and perfor­
mance is examined and compared with decentralised proportional-derivative (PD) 
control.
In the second part of this thesis, rotor-stator contact dynamics are investigated, 
and new control strategies for contact recovery are developed. It is shown that 
rotors subject to constant synchronous excitation can adopt stable periodic con­
tact modes. For recovery, synchronous forces are calculated based on the contact 
dynamics model, and applied through the magnetic bearings. These forces reduce 
the excitation causing the contact to a level at which the modes become unstable 
and the rotor can progress to a contact-free orbit. The procedure is demonstrated 
by simulations of a simple disk system before it is applied to an experimental flex­
ible rotor test facility. Error margins are investigated and possible limitations are 
discussed. Although the method is developed for PD controlled systems only, it 
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1 Introduction
The demands on rotating machinery with respect to performance, precision, safety, 
etc. are continuously rising. However, the potential to optimise conventional pas­
sive systems is limited, so tha t design specifications may only be met by active or 
mechatronic systems under intelligent control. An example of such a mechatronic 
system is an active magnetic bearing (AMB) supported rotor.
1.1 Overview
Magnetic bearings are increasingly used in specialised applications, which take ad­
vantage of the contact-free force transmission. Because the rotation is frictionless, 
there is no wear, no lubrication is required, and very high rotation frequencies are 
achievable. The service life of magnetic bearings is higher compared to conven­
tional journal or ball bearings, and through life maintenance and running costs 
are potentially low. The latter is true despite the power requirement during op­
eration. The energy consumption of AMB’s is usually much lower than friction 
losses which would occur in equivalent passive systems.
Electromagnetic bearings can only be operated with a closed loop control sys­
tem, because the force between a magnet and a ferromagnetic body increases with 
decreasing distance. This behaviour resembles a non-linear spring with negative 
stiffness, which destabilises states of equilibrium without appropriate control ac­
tion. The control loop of a typical magnetic bearing system is shown in Figure 1.1. 
The aim is to hold the rotor in a certain position. The sensors measure the posi­
tion and transmit the information to the controller in form of a voltage signal. A 
control voltage is then calculated, based on a linear or non-linear control law, and 
passed to the power amplifier. This provides the current for the electromagnets, 
which exert forces on the rotor. Usually, auxiliary bearing are fitted for emer­
gency operation in case of a system failure or temporary overload. This prevents 
the rotor making contact with the magnets or sensors, which could cause severe 












Figure 1.1: Principle of an active magnetic bearing system.
1.2 Application Examples for Magnetic Bearings
Magnetic bearings were first used in the early 1970’s for satellite fly wheels, and 
gyro stabilisers. The particular advantages of AMB’s in these applications are low 
power consumption and long service life. Since these early days, magnetic bearings 
have become increasingly popular for the use in industrial machines. One of the 
most successful applications is in turbomolecular pumps. They run at high speeds 
and produce a high vacuum, which is very sensitive to contamination. Turbo­
machinery is another example for the use of magnetic bearings. Turbogenerators, 
turbocompressors and turboexpanders often run at over-critical speeds. Hence, the 
rotor has to pass through at least one resonance region. Unbalance induced dis­
placement amplitudes in these resonance zones can become quite large in conven­
tional passive systems. If magnetic bearings are used, however, active control can 
be utilised to reduce these vibrations significantly resulting in increased safety and 
efficiency. A particularly interesting application area are high speed milling and 
grinding spindles, which often run at speeds in excess of 100,000 rpm. The rotor 
is not always centred in the stator, but made to follow certain trajectories. This 
can be very useful when manufacturing unsymmetric parts. Besides these main 
applications, magnetic bearings can also be found in blood pumps, centrifuges, 
x-ray devices and more recently in gas turbines for transport applications [1].
The main disadvantages of magnetic bearing systems are their relatively high 
complexity, weight, and high initial cost. Furthermore, there is a certain scep­
ticism in industry regarding this technology, which is proving hard to overcome.
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Therefore, for the foreseeable future, their use will be limited to special applica­
tions with a high demand on performance where implementation effort and cost 
play a minor role.
1.3 Current State of Research
The mechanical design of a standard radial magnetic bearing is simple, and of­
fers limited scope for improvement. In order to achieve better performance e.g. 
by increasing the load capacity, more complex designs are being developed [2]. 
Most research, however, focuses not on the bearing hardware but on the control 
algorithm. W ith intelligent control, the desired magnetic bearing characteristics 
can be optimised for the particular application. Milling and grinding spindles, for 
example, must be positioned precisely, and must be insensitive to disturbances 
from external loads. Bearings for turbomachinery should have a large stiffness 
and damping, in order to reduce vibrations due to a wide range of excitations, 
ranging from synchronous unbalance forces to aerodynamic influences. In trans­
port applications, base motion must be considered, and reliability in the priority 
in aerospace systems. For turbomolecular pumps, vibrations transm itted to the 
base are often minimised. This can be achieved by letting the (rigid) rotor rotate 
around a principal axis. The same applies to flywheels, where energy consumption 
of the bearings is an important design criterium, too.
Simple decentralised proportional-derivative (PD) controllers can be found in 
most systems mainly because they are simple to implement and exhibit sufficient 
performance [3]. Much research has been undertaken to enhance PD controllers 
with the objective of minimum rotor displacements, especially in the resonance 
zones. A common strategy is to apply synchronous forces through the active mag­
netic bearings, which compensates for the unbalance excitation. The amplitude 
and phase of these compensation forces is calculated online based on a dynamic 
model of the system and displacement measurements in the rotating frame. Bur­
rows et al. [4] describe this method. A single magnetic bearing was used to reduce 
the vibrations of a large rotor suspended by a pair of journal bearings. Although 
originally developed for rotors running at a stationary speed, the method can be 
modified to work for instationary systems by iteratively adopting the compensa­
tion forces to the operating conditions [5].
Another strategy to reduce unbalance vibrations is based on the fact that res­
13
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onance regions shift depending on the bearing stiffness. Zhang [6] showed how 
optimisation techniques can be used to compute an adaptive controller, which 
adjusts the bearing parameters so that the rotor operates in an anti-resonance 
zone at all running speeds up to the fourth eigenfrequency of the system. In or­
der to achieve a force-free rotation, notch filters are often inserted into the closed 
loop. Herzog et al. [7] presented a design approach, and verified the results by 
experiments with a large turboexpander. Vibrations and transm itted forces could 
be significantly reduced at a high operating speed. The disadvantage of notch 
filters, however, is tha t they only work if the plant dynamics do not change with 
time. A sudden change in rotational speed, or a short contact of the rotor with 
the housing will often cause instability.
As PD control has inherent limitations, current research is concerned with the 
application of modern robust control techniques to rotor/m agnetic bearing sys­
tems in order to improve reliability and performance. The availability of affordable 
high performance computers was a driver for the development of robust control 
theory in the 1980’s. One of the most popular robust control strategies is based 
on Hoc optimisation. In their pioneering work, Glover and Doyle [8, 9] showed 
that state-space descriptions of all stabilising controllers can be found by solving 
two algebraic Riccati equations.
In the 1990’s, the first Hoo algorithms were developed in which the design 
constraints are reformulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMI). This 
approach is applicable to a wider range of plants, and it can be computation­
ally advantageous by utilising efficient convex optimisation algorithms. Explicit 
solutions to the LMI Hoo problem are given by Gahinet and Apkarian [10,11].
An interesting application of LMI methods is multi-objective feedback control. 
This combines the benefits of the Hoo method such as robustness to model un­
certainty and explicit expression of closed-loop frequency domain specifications 
with the strengths of the H 2 method in handling stochastic aspects. Further­
more, transient responses and minimum closed-loop damping can be specified by 
time-domain and pole placement constraints. Scherer et al. [12] show how these 
design objectives can be formulated as LMI constraints used to synthesise a single 
LTI controller.
The linear matrix inequality (LMI) framework allows the derivation of gain 
scheduled controllers, which increase robustness and/or performance for feedback 
systems with linear parameter dependent plants. In ordinary LTI Hoo design,
14
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time-varying plant characteristics are treated as plant uncertainty, which often 
leads to overly conservative controllers. If the state-space matrices of the plant 
are fixed functions of time-varying physical parameters, which can be measured, 
LMI synthesis methods allow the computation of gain-scheduled controllers as 
functions of the measured parameters. The derivations of LMI controller synthesis 
algorithms for two classes of parameter-varying plants are shown in the papers 
of Packard, Becker, Apkarian, and Gahinet [13-16]. These techniques offer great 
potential for rotor/magnetic bearing systems as their properties depend on the 
rotational speed due to gyroscopic effects.
Simulation studies of systems with small rigid rotors have been performed by 
Sivrioglu and Nonami [17], and Tsiotras and Mason [18]. In the standard LMI 
gain-scheduling approach, the time varying param eter is allowed to change at an 
arbitrarily fast rate. In rotordynamic applications, however, the rotor acceleration 
is within certain bounds due to limited available torque. Tsiotras and Knospe [19] 
show how a priori known bounds of the parameter change rate can be considered 
in the controller design to improve the closed loop performance.
A single rotor/m agnetic bearing system must usually fulfil several, often con­
flicting, performance specifications. The Hoc design method allows the formula­
tion of these constraints in a unified framework. Research in the field of multi­
objective control design was undertaken by Cole et al. [20], who investigated the 
vibration control of a system subject to direct forcing and base motion. If base 
motion occurs, it is desirable to switch from a soft controller, which minimise 
actuator forces during normal operation, to a hard controller, which minimises 
displacements in the presence of disturbances.
Even with the most advanced controllers, rotors levitated by magnetic bearings 
can come into contact with auxiliary bearings, housings, or seals. This might 
be caused by failure cases such as power loss or malfunctioning of the bearings 
where all control capability is lost. However, it can also happen due to temporary 
overload, increased unbalance, or base motion. The failure cases have been the 
subject of much research with the aim to optimise auxiliary bearing design for 
safe rundown. Recent publications in this area are the thesis of Fumagalli [21], 
who performed extensive measurements to improve the understanding of the non­
linear contact dynamics, and that of Bartha [22], who examined the special and 
potentially very damaging case of dry friction backward whirl in some detail. The 
dynamics during a rotor drop into auxiliary bearings after a complete failure of the
15
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magnetic bearings is subject of papers from Kirk et al. [23,24], and Schmied and 
Pradetto  [25]. Analytical methods are presented and measurements performed 
with full-size machinery are evaluated. Extensive theoretical and experimental 
studies on the various types of rotor motion in the contact case were also carried 
out by Ehehalt, Markert and Hahn [26,27]. Their test facility consists of a very 
flexible rotor with one disk, which contacts a flexibly mounted nearly rigid ring 
with damping. A similar test rig was used by Ginzinger and Ulbrich [28], who tried 
successfully to reduce the often damaging contact forces by actively controlling 
the auxiliary bearings with magnetic actuators.
There is limited published material relating to rotor-stator contact with fully 
functioning bearings where there is still scope to return the rotor to a non­
contacting orbit without machine shutdown. Keogh and Cole [29,30] investigated 
the resulting contact dynamics. A very simple contact recovery control stra t­
egy for flexible rotors based on a modified unbalance compensation algorithm is 
presented in [31], and robust control methods for the contact recovery of a disk 
system are derived in [32]. Contact recovery control is not a trivial task as the 
resulting rotor motion depends on many parameters and is generally governed by 
highly non-linear dynamics. Nevertheless, it is important to master these prob­
lems should magnetic bearings be used in future transport and manufacturing 
applications.
1.4 Structure and Scope of the Thesis
This thesis covers the modelling of rotor/m agnetic bearing systems, their control 
under normal operation conditions and in the presence of rotor-stator contact.
A good mathematical model of the real system is the basis for any success­
ful controller design and therefore much attention was drawn towards this step. 
Chapter 2 presents the experimental equipment and introduces the theoretical 
background used to derive a completely new simulation model of the existing test 
rig.
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to H 0Q feedback theory and describes a new 
design framework for robust Hoo controllers, which allows the formulation of mul­
tiple design objectives in an intuitive manner. In contrast to the well known 
mixed sensitivity formulation, this method takes the physical structure of a ro­
tor/m agnetic bearing system into account, which facilitates the design process.
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LMI gain scheduling techniques are presented, which allow the speed dependence 
of rotor systems to be embedded within the controller. In the past, LMI based 
gain-scheduled controllers have been developed for rigid rotors only. Further­
more, the stability and performance of these controllers was verified mainly by 
simulations; experimental data are rare. In this thesis, LMI based gain-scheduled 
controllers are developed for a flexible rotor system. The design is verified exper­
imentally and the achieved stability and performance is compared with classical 
LTI and PD controllers.
Perhaps the biggest concern when using magnetic bearings is possible damage 
caused by rotor-stator contact. Although transient contact dynamics shortly after 
the initial impact have been studied extensively, there is a lack of knowledge about 
stable, periodic contact behaviour of complex flexible rotors with fully functional 
magnetic bearings. In this project, an analytical procedure to assess these cases is 
presented in Chapter 4. Possible contact modes of a simple disk system and a more 
complex flexible rotor are discussed and analytical descriptions are derived. The 
theory is then verified not only by simulations, but also by extensive experimental 
tests.
A verified theoretical description of contact dynamics is the basis for Chap­
ter 5 where a new contact recovery strategy for flexible rotors is presented. It is 
examined how a flexible rotor can be returned from a persistent contacting to a 
non-contacting state through appropriate control forces applied by the magnetic 
bearings. Control strategies are developed for various contact modes and their 
effectiveness is tested in simulations and experiments.
Chapter 6 summarises the results obtained during this PhD project and gives 
an outlook on possible future research.
17
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Controller design relies on a sufficiently accurate mathematical description of the 
physical system in question. The test rig is presented in this chapter, reliable 
methods to model rotor/magnetic bearing systems are described, and the gov­
erning equations are derived. Finally, the resulting model is compared with the 
experimental rig.
2.1 The Test Rig
The test rig used in this project is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. The rotor 
is approximately 2 m long, has a shaft diameter of 50 mm, and weighs 100 kg. It 
is supported in the radial direction by two magnetic bearings, each with a peak 
control force of 1500 N. Six auxiliary journal bearings provide support if the power 
is switched off or if the load capacity of the magnetic bearings is exceeded. Axial 
rotor constraint is provided by an electric motor through a universal coupling, 
which allows free radial displacement between the rotor shaft and the motor. The 
base is mounted on two pairs of isolators. It is attached to a shaker, which can 
excite horizontal base motion.
The maximum rotational speed is 6000 rpm. Four resonant frequencies lie in the 
operation range: a rotational and a translational “rigid body” mode, and the first 
two elastic bending modes. Radial displacements are measured by four pairs of
Retainer Djsk 
Beanngs
Motor Coupling Sensor AMB
Base
7 7 7 7
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the test rig.
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Controller hardware











Figure 2.2: Control loop of an active magnetic bearing system.




Es  =  206400 N/m m 2 
m s — 32.98 kg 




Axial Moment of Inertia 
Polar Moment of Inertia
m D = 12.95 kg 
do —  0.25 in 
©aD = 49.9 g /m 2 





Axial Moment of Inertia 
Polar Moment of Inertia
mjj  =  7.99 kg 
dD = 0.175m
e„D = 28.2 g /m 2
@PD = 16.5g/m2
Table 2.1: Rotor parameters.
Number of poles Tip — 8
Half angle between two poles a M = 22.5°
Cross section of poles A Fe = 13.99 cm2
Turns per magnet ric = 316
Average air gap so = 1-2 mm
Max. current imax = 10 A
Bias current i0 = 5 A
Gravity compensation current ig = 0.65 A
Saturation force limit FMB,sat — 2000 N
Cut-off frequency Vcut =  500 Hz
Table 2.2: Magnetic bearing parameters.
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eddy current displacement sensors. Each sensor pair is arranged orthogonally at 
±45 degrees to the vertical, which aligns them with the pole pairs in the magnetic 
bearings.
Due to the inherent instability, magnetic bearings must be operated with feed­
back control, which is shown in Figure 2.2. The controller is implemented using 
dSPACE real-time hardware. Together with Matlab/ Simulink software, dSPACE 
provides a fully integrated development environment for control design, code gen­
eration, and real-time processing. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 give important parameters 
of the experimental equipment. More details can be found in [33] and [34].
2.2 Active Magnetic Bearing Model
The active magnetic bearing model presented in this section is based on the “zero 
leakage” assumption, which says tha t the magnetic flux in a high permeability 
magnetic structure with small air gaps is confined to the iron and the gap vol­
umes. Hysteresis effects are neglected and saturation effects approximated. These 
simplifications give rise to some errors but the results are usually sufficiently ac­
curate in the operating range of the bearing.
2 .2 .1  Principles o f  A ctive M agnetic Bearings
The electromagnetic forces of a “horse shoe” magnet as shown in Figure 2.3 can 
be derived from energy conservation. The magnetic field energy in the air gap 
with volume VA is
W A = ^ I  B AH A dVA1 f   (2.1)
1  J V a2
where the magnetic flux density B A and the magnetic field strength H A can be 
calculated via magnetic circuit analysis as
d n c i  a u  n c i  to O'!
B A  =  A a--------1 7  alld H A  = U A  Ar ,--------7~ (2-2)
VFe AFe HA flFe AFe ^
The magnetic force Fm  results from the change of the magnetic field energy in 
the gap as a function of s = ^lA . It is a potential force given by
_  dW A _  HpAAn 2c  (g ~  $ ; )
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of an electro- Figure 2.4: Geometry of the stator 
magnetic actuator. and forces in a magnetic bearing.
where the assumptions A a = Apei i^A = fio = An ■ 10-7 are made and fir 
is defined as /ir =  upe/vo- Equation (2.3) can only be solved if the non-linear 
relationship between the permeability and the magnetic field strength of the iron 
core is known. If the bearing is operated below the saturation point, however, /tr 
is large (> 1000) and (2.3) can be simplified to
Fm  = Vo A An (2.4)
If the magnets in a radial magnetic bearing are arranged as in Figure 2.4, the 
forces in the 2- and ^-direction are (almost) decoupled and can be calculated 
separately1. Two opposing magnets in 2- or y-directions cause the force
F,MB = F  , -  F_ =  kM so +  r
i -
s o - r (2.5)
on the rotor, where so is the nominal air gap length, and r is the displacement of 
the rotor, as shown in Figure 2.4. The magnetic bearing constant is
/io A Ar?c  
km =  : cos a M (2 .6 )
d e t a i l s  about coupling effects are described in [35].
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with c*m  denoting the angle between a pole and the magnet centreline. Note that 
the force Fmb is defined as reaction force at the magnetic bearing, i.e. a positive 
force Fmb excites a force in the negative coordinate direction on the rotor.
The non-linearities of the magnetic force are generally reduced by adding a high 
bias current io to the control current i s , and in static applications the gravitational 
forces are sometimes compensated by a constant current ig. The resulting actuator 
currents are therefore given by
i+ =  2o + ig + is and 2 _  =  i0 -  ig -  i s (2.7)
which leads to
• , • . ■ \ 2 / •  • • \ 2
^ 0  T ^  +  ^ 5  \  f t 0  t g
)  ( 2 -8 )
The magnetic bearing force can be linearised about the operating point as
9Fmb
F m B,Hti — F M B \o p  + MBd 2< (is ~  is o p) +OP d r
(r ~ r op) (2.9)
OP
Hence, with is op — 0 and top =  0, the linearised magnetic force of the bearing 
for small control currents and small displacements is given by
FMB,lin — FMB,g T ki%s ksT (2.10)
with the actuator gain ki and the negative open loop stiffness — ks defined as
Z t |
ki =  4kM~^ and ks =  4km  ° 3 9 (2-11)
+  -2
°o 4
The constant force FMB,g vanishes if no gravity compensation is applied:
20 2g
FMB,g =  4/Cm—2~ (2.12)
2 .2 .2  Im provem ents o f  th e  M agnetic  Bearing M odel
The model above does not take the frequency response characteristics of the mag­
netic bearings, amplifiers, or sensors into account. The peak actuator force mag­
nitude of a magnetic bearing decreases above a certain frequency ujcut due to
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Figure 2.5: Saturation and hysteresis 
effects of a typical core material for 
electromagnets.
inductance effects. This low-pass characteristic is mainly influenced by the peak 
control voltage of the amplifiers, and also depends on the position of the rotor in 
the bearing. It is shown in [34] that a first order filter is a reasonable approxima­
tion:
Fmb .ip(s) = F(2.13)
S +  UJcut
Usually, u)cut is determined experimentally. If necessary, similar formulations can 
be used for the amplifier and sensor gains.
If the displacements and coil currents are large, saturation effects should not 
be neglected. As shown in Figure 2.5, the ratio fi = j j  is constant up to a 
certain magnetic field strength, if hysteresis effects are ignored. If B  is increased 
beyond the saturation point, // decreases rapidly and approaches //o, the ratio for 
a vacuum, asymptotically. This effectively puts an upper limit on the maximum 
achievable electromagnetic force. To include this effect in the model, the magnetic 
bearing force can be limited as
FMB,Hm = Fm b ,sat ^ ^ ( F mB /  Fmb ,sat) (2-14)
where Fmb ,sat must be set to an appropriate value based on measurements.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the differences between the non-linear force-current and 
force-displacement relationships of equations (2.8) and (2.14), and the linearised 
relationships of equation (2.10) with ig = 0. Despite a high bias current, the 
deviations are considerable especially for large displacements or large currents. 
Under normal operating conditions, however, all three models lead to similar 
results during simulation. More details about non-linearities in magnetic bearing 
systems can be found in [36]. Measurements for the bearings of the test rig are
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Figure 2.6: Linearised force-current and force-displacement relationships of a pair 
of electromagnets with high bias current io.
presented in [37].
2 .2 .3  Stabil is ing Act ive  M a g n e t ic  Bearings  with P D  Control
Uncontrolled magnetic bearings are unstable because of the negative open loop 
stiffness in equation (2.10). It is common to achieve inherent stability by using 
decentralised PD-control for the 2- and y-directions. With the displacement and 
the velocity errors re — vq — r and re =  fo — r, the control current is
=  -  {kpre +  kDre) (2.15)
Substituting (2.15) into (2.10) with FMB,g = 0 leads to
Fmb ,pd =  -  (ki(kpre +  fc£>re) -  ksre)
= ((k{kp ks)re +  kikDre)
which is equivalent to the force of a linear spring-damper system with the stiffness 
kMB =  kikp — ks and the damping ratio =  kikp.
In practice, an integrator gain is added to reduce the steady state error. It is 
usually switched on temporarily in order to prevent windup. The high-frequency 
gain of the derivative part is limited to make it realisable for controller implemen­
tation and to avoid excessive amplification of measurement noise.
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Figure 2.7: Contact between the shaft
and the auxiliary bearing with 
r AJ  _  r AJ  _  ni z I y U.
2 .2 .4  Auxiliary Bearings
Most magnetic bearings are equipped with auxiliary bearings. They provide sup­
port if the power is switched off and limit the displacements if the load exceeds 
the magnetic force capacity. The description of contact dynamics is a complex 
problem subject to many recent papers. Keogh and Cole [29] derived a non-linear 
contact model in which the bearing is considered to remain rigid apart from local 
distortion over an Hertzian contact patch connecting with the rotor.
Contact occurs if 6r = ( rf  -  r ^ J)2 -I- ( r f  — rf-7)2 > sC: where sc is the dif­
ference between the rotor and the auxiliary bearing radius. Then, the amplitude 
of the radial contact force Fcr between the shaft and the bearing is given by the 
implicit equation
2Fcr(l — v) {2  S E s c lAJ\
S r ~ S° =  v E l v  ^
E  is Young’s modulus, v is Poisson’s ratio, and lAj  is the length of the contact 
patch. The values of the constants are defined by the shape of the contacting 
bodies. W ith the contact angle
6C = atan2 ( (r f  -  r ^ J ), ( r f  -  r f J )) (2.18)
the relative velocity between rotor and auxiliary bearing at the contact point is 
V rei =  R stt  -  ( r f  -  f z J ) sin0c +  ( r f  -  r f J ) cos0c (2.19)
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If dry friction is assumed, the tangential force can be defined as
Fat =  I^Fcr s g n ( v rei) (2 .20)
The contact force applied from the rotor on the bearing is then given by
2.3 Finite Element Method for Elastic Rotor Systems
The dynamics of continuous systems such as flexible rotors are described by partial 
differential equations for which closed form solutions exist only in the most simple 
cases. By applying discretisation methods, the partial differential equations are 
approximated by sets of n  ordinary differential equations, which can be written 
in m atrix notation as
where M, B, K are the system mass, damping and stiffness matrices of size n x n ,  
q is a vector of n  generalised coordinates, and f  is the generalised force vector.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) became the standard discretisation tech­
nique in structural dynamics during the last decades mainly because it is highly 
structured and can be implemented very easily in computer programs. The struc­
ture is divided into finite elements whose displacements are approximated by local 
trial functions. The global displacement field is then obtained by simple super­
position of the element solutions [38]. The FEM allows the modelling of almost 
arbitrary structures, which is a great advantage compared to other discretisation 
techniques such as the methods of Galerkin and Rayleigh-Ritz [39] where global 
trial functions are used.
2 .3 .1  Finite E lem ent C hoice
Various different element types exist for the description of rotor systems. Two were 
implemented in this project, namely the Euler-Bernoulli beam element described 
in [40] and a Timoshenko element. The main difference between the two is that 
the latter considers shear forces in the element, which makes it more suitable for 
thick shafts. In both methods the following simplifying assumptions are made:
Fez — Faf cos 0C Fat sin 6C 
FCy — Fat cos 0C T Far sin 0C
(2.21a)
(2.21b)
M q +  Bq +  Kq =  f (2 .22)
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O =jf=
Nodes: 1 2 3 4 n5 -2  n5 - l  n$
Disks: 1 2 3 nD- \  nD
Figure 2.8: Numbering of nodes and disks of a rotor.
the deformations of the rotor axis are small
• there are no axial nor torsional displacements
•  the rotor system is rotationally symmetric except for small unbalances
• the disks are rigid and thin, and they do not affect the bending stiffness of 
the shaft
Element nodes are defined at points where disks are attached, where external 
forces act on the rotor, where sensors are mounted and at intermediate points to 
improve the quality of the model. The numbering is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
2 .3 .2  Equation o f  M otion for a S ingle  E lem ent
Figure 2.9 shows a shaft element in the rrz-plane, lying parallel to the x-axis. The 
two translational and two rotational displacements and the according nodal forces 
can be combined in the vectors
q  t i =  [rez i ,V ey i , r ez i+1, v eyi+i}T and i ezi =  [Fez i , r®*, F | i+1, r ^ +1]T (2.23a)
The nodal displacements and force vectors in the xy -plane are defined in an anal­
ogous way:
q %i =  V ey i , v ez i , r eyi+i , ^ i + i ] T and F*i+1,T li+1]T (2.23b)
The shape functions are third order polynomials in s, which represent unity
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O
*  v i - .->  t' +(
zz/ zz/
v„- zi+1
Figure 2.9: Finite beam element in xz-plane.
displacement for each particular coordinate with the other three set to zero:
* , - r b ( 47 + ’ ( i ) ! - 2(?)’)  ,“ ‘c>
The transverse shear factor 0 = 0 for an Euler-Bernoulli beam element and 0 =  
24£7(1 + v ) / kEA12 for a Timoshenko element. With the relations
Vy(M ) =  - ^ i M  and (2.25)
and the shape function matrices
N ,  = [N1, - N 2,N 3, - N i ]and N„ =  [JVj, JV2,JV3,JV4] (2.26)
the inner displacements of an element follow as
rz(s) = N z(s)qez <py(s) = - N  'z (s)qe2 (2.27a)
ry(s) = N y(s)qJ ipz (s) = N ' ^ s ) ^  (2.27b)
where ' denotes the derivative d/ds.
The equations of motion can be derived with Lagrange’s method. The elastic
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bending, axial load, and kinetic energy expressions of a beam element element 
are [41]
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ds (2.29c)
d_ dL  _ & L _ f  
dt dqi dqi
(2.30)
with L — V  — U and the constant spin speed restriction qpx =  — Q, finally leads to
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the equation of motion for an element
s1 0 + I'*












K bz 0 + KL 0
\
) q 1 n
0 1s* 0 TCeay. )
+
where the mass, stiffness, and gyroscopic matrices are given by
M?2 =
(2.31)
[  p A N ^ N z ds 
Jo
M erz =  [  © d ( - N f ) ( - N ' ) d s
Jo
f l E l  N "TN " ds
Jo
f  Fa N ? N 'z ds 
Jo
G e =  f  e p N ^ ( - N 'z)ds  
Jo
K bz =
K L  =
IIs / pA Ny  N y dsJon)
IISs
s / e d N ? N 'y dsJo  ^ ]
II f E l  N"r N" dsJo
1






A full listing of the beam element matrices can be found in Appendix B. The force 
vector f  includes bearing forces, unbalance forces, and other external effects. Ele­
ment unbalance forces can be calculated if the distributed mass centre eccentricity 
for ipx =  0 is given as a function of s by the coordinates (£z (s),£y(s)). W ith
u% =  f  p A N ^ e z ds 
Jo
Ucy ~  I  p A ^ Ty £ y d s
Jo
Usz — ~  [  p A N ^ £ y d s
Jo
=  /  p A N v £z dsu ‘ « =  [  Jo
(2.33a)
(2.33b)
the element unbalance force vector is











2 .3 .3  Internal Friction
The effect of structural damping in shafts is neglected in most rotor dynamic 
problems because the forces are very small in most engineering materials and an
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exact description is very difficult. Magnetic bearing rotors, however, are often 
operated at high rotational speeds where internal friction forces can destabilise 
the system.
The destabilising effect at high rotation speeds has been known for some time [42]. 
Dimentberg [43] analyses the stability of a Jeffcot rotor subject to internal friction 
in detail, and Zorzi and Nelson [40] derive a finite element description.
The simplest formulation of internal friction is based on the viscous friction 
model. Here, the friction forces are proportional to the rate of deformation. A 
more accurate description is obtained by taking the hysteresis loop into account 
where it is assumed that area of the loop is proportional to square of the amplitude 
of the deviation and independent from the speed of deformation.
In this thesis, the model of Zorzi and Nelson [40] is adapted, which takes both 
friction effects into account. W ithout showing derivations, the equations of motion 
for a shaft element with viscous and hysteretic friction are given by
M?* 0
+
i s N 0 ) q *











1 G e 0 )
+







0 K ty. 0 TCeay.
0 - m T '
0
\ 1 •a 1 i n d
J 1 a i 1  ^C? I (2.35)
with the viscous damping coefficient rjv, the hysteretic loss factor r)h and the 
circulatory stiffness m atrix
K e = f  E l  N "TN " d s
Jo
(2.36)
2 .3 .4  Rigid Disks
The equations of motion of rigid disks attached to the shaft are developed with 
Lagrange’s method. The kinetic energy of a disk without static and dynamic
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if the displacements are small. The constant Z* is the distance of the disk centre 
of mass in x-direction from the node at which the disk is mounted. Substitut­
ing (2.37) into Lagrange’s equation (2.30) and defining
< d =  [rtnViiV 
<4= \rey i,V ezl] T
i d =  \ F e ■ Te lXZ  2 J )  ' j f l J
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with the mass matrices
'd —m dLM , =
m
-m dl* @d +  m dl1 
and the gyroscopic m atrix
and M “ =
m d m dU 







Static and dynamic unbalance forces can be derived via Newton’s law and Eu­
ler’s equation, respectively. For cpx =  0, the centre of mass eccentricity, and the 
angular displacement of the centre axis of the disk towards the centre axis of the 
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u-ty = rnd£z ,m dl*£z +  (©fl +  m dll -  Qd)a 2 
the disk unbalance force vector is
n d 1 Tiid 1 N
sin Ot
"fd 
xuz =  n2 (
d
**cz cos Q t +
U<i
U S 2
f d_Luy_ V.  CV. I jd.  sv.
(2.41d)
(2.42)
2 .3 .5  Bearing Forces
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the force-displacement relationship of a PD-controlled 
magnetic bearing can be approximated by a linear spring-damper system. If the 
bearing force acts on node i, and its sensor measures the displacement at node k, 
the equations for a magnetic bearing “element” can be written as
D f  0 'q f +









=  0 (2.43)
with the displacement vectors and the element matrices
Of* =  [rez i ,r ezk]T and q%d =  [rey i ,r eyk\
K pd =  z,y
^s{z,y) ki(z,y) kp(z,y) and D ^ . = 0 ^i(z,y) ^D(z,y)
0 0 z,y 0 0
(2.44)
(2.45)
where ki and ks are the actuator gain and negative open loop stiffness of the 
magnetic bearing presented in equation (2.11), and kp  and kp  are the proportional 
and derivative gains of the PD controller. In the special case of sensor-actuator 
collocation i = k, the displacement vectors are scalars and the bearing stiffness 
and damping matrices are given by
^ z , y  ^ i(z,y) ^P(z,y) ^s(z,y)  & n d  ^ i(z,y ) ^ D(z,y) (2.46)
2 .3 .6  Assem bly P rocess
The element matrices for the z- and ^/-directions are superposed to get the global
£
iT
nodal displacement vector q =  [q£,q£]T with
Q.z — [r z l i  Py l i  Tz2i Py2i • • • i r zns> Pyn s l




2.3 Finite Element M ethod for Elastic Rotor Systems
The global mass matrices, as well as the bending and axial loading stiffness 
matrices are symmetric and have band structure. The gyroscopic and circulatory 
stiffness matrices are skew-symmetric with skew symmetric band matrices in the 
lower left and upper right quadrant. The stiffness and damping matrices of a 
PD-controlled magnetic bearing are diagonal only if sensors and actuators are 
collocated.
The equations of motion of the whole system are
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K PD 0CO o1 0 0 K PD_
+ \fDT f' L uz ’ uy
(2.49c)
(2.49d)
The force vector fmb contains all forces applied from the magnetic bearings on 
the shaft excluding the linear elastic forces (2.43) arising from PD-control.
2 .3 .7  B ase  M otion
Magnetic bearing rotor systems used in manufacturing or transport applications 
are affected by base motion. The equations on motion (2.22) are formulated 
in a Newtonian reference frame AT, but control variables are usually measured 
in a reference frame B  fixed on the base. The relationship between the modal 
displacement of the shaft in B  and N  is
\ s  = Nq s  -  Nq B (2.50)
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where Nq B contains the translational and rotational displacements of the base 
reference frame in N  at all rotor nodes.
The base has two translational and two rotational degrees of freedom Nr B, Nr B 
and N<pB, V f ,  respectively. The rotations are defined around an axis passing 
through node 1 of the undeformed shaft. If the rotations are small, the transla­
tional and rotational displacements at node i are given by
-  (Nr ?  -  lxi sin % » )  BVsyi =  \ syi -  % B (2.51a)
Br Sy, =  Nr?, ~  ( \ B + ix,sin V ) % Szi =  % Szi -  (2.51b)
where lXi is the distance in x-direction between node 1 and node i.
If base motion is present, the equations of motion of the rotor (2.48) become
M  v  +  B v  +  K  v  =  f« +  fMB + IB (2.52)
with
fB = ( n PD Nq B +  K pd Nq B) (2.53)
and M , B, K , fu, and {mb defined as in (2.49).
2 .3 .8  S ta te -S p a c e  Formulation and Modal Reduction
For the purpose of simulation and control design, the system equations of motion 
are transformed into state space form
x(t) =  A  x(t) +  B u(f) 
y{t) =  C x(£) +  D u(f)
(2.54a)
(2.54b)
where x  is the model state vector, u  the input, and y the output vector. If 
equation (2.52) is rearranged as
Nq s = M -1 (f -  B ^ q 5 -  K ^ q 5) (2.55)
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For controller design it is highly desirable to reduce the order of the state-space 
system (2.56). A good starting point is simple modal reduction, where only the 
lower frequency eigenmodes are retained. The first step is to transform the system 
m atrix A  into a block-diagonal real modal m atrix A m with either 1 x 1 or 2 x 2 
blocks on the diagonal containing the real and imaginary eigenvalues in ascending 
order based on their magnitude. For a complex eigenvalue pair A =  a  ±  jo; the 
block is [ —a. u) ] •
Mathematically, the ordered, real eigenstructure decomposition can be expressed 
by the similarity transformation
^  1A ,a>r =  A r (2.57a)
where r is a set of ordered real eigenvectors spanning the same eigenspace as 
the complex ones. W ith \Fr , the remaining state-space matrices in (2.54) can be 
transformed as
DvF, D r D (2.57b)
Once the modal representation is obtained, all states with eigenvalue magnitudes 
1^ 1 > I^cut I are deleted in order to get the reduced model.
2.4 System Dynamics and Identification
The theoretical eigenmodes and critical frequencies of the experimental rotor sys­
tem shown in Figure 2.10 can be found by solving the polynomial eigenvalue 
problem
(MA2 +  BA +  K ) xl> = 0 (2.58)
where M , B, and K  are defined in equation (2.49). Figure 2.11 shows the
first five eigenmodes for zero rotational speed together with the corresponding 
eigenfrequencies. It is assumed that the magnetic bearings are PD-controlled 
with stiffness and damping values of =  lM N /m  and 4mb =  3500 Ns/m, 
respectively. Internal friction effects are neglected. W ith these parameters, the 
first two modes correspond to near “rigid body” motion of the rotor. The third
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Figure 2.10: Photograph of the test rig.
Node: 1 2  3 4  5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
o n r o n n o s  n o-B-*-
/ ,  =  12.76 Hz
/  =  18.84 Hz
f  =  69 .58  Hz
f  =  158.49 Hz
Figure 2.11: Eigenmodes and -frequencies of the rotor with a bearing stiffness 
kMB = lM N /m  and damping d^B  =  3500 Ns/m. The motor (not shown) is 
connected to node 1.
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Figure 2.12: Relation of eigenfre- 
quencies fk  to bearing stiffness 
kMB-
Figure 2.13: Relation of eigenfre- 
quencies fk  to rotational speed ft.
and fourth mode are the first symmetric and antisymmetric bending modes. The 
fifth mode has a eigenfrequency higher than the maximum rotation speed, so that 
it will not be excited by synchronous unbalance forces.
The eigenfrequencies (and eigenmodes) change significantly if the bearing stiff­
ness is varied or if the rotational speed increases. This fact is illustrated in Fig­
ures 2.12 and 2.13 where the magnitudes of the eigenvalues are plotted over bearing 
stiffness and rotational speed, respectively.
All modes in the operating range can be well damped by the magnetic bearings, 
because the displacement amplitudes at the bearing nodes (4,12) are relatively 
large as shown in Figure 2.11. The magnitudes of the transfer function from 
magnetic bearing forces at node 4 to displacements at sensor nodes 5 and 11 for 
various values of 4mb are shown in Figure 2.14. It is tempting to increase the 
damping to a high value in order to reduce vibration amplitudes in the resonant 
zones. In practice, however, large values for 4mb lead to high noise amplification, 
large actuator forces, and reduced system stability so that a compromise has to 
be found.
An experimental system identification has been performed to verify the theoret­
ical results. The magnetic bearings were used to excite the rotor with a sweep-sine 
force
F{t) =  F  sin ( 2 t t ) (2.59)
\  t sweep )
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Figure 2.14: Magnitudes of the displacement frequency response at the inner sensor 
nodes 5 and 11 to forces applied through the magnetic bearing at node 4 for 
different bearing damping parameters <Im b■
with the amplitude F  =  120 N, the maximum frequency / max = 200 Hz, and the 
sweep time t sweep =  24 s. The rotor was excited separately at both magnetic
bearings in z- and //-directions and the responses were measured at all sensor
nodes.
The system input u(t) =  F (t) and measured output y (t) =  r (t) were trans­
ferred element-wise into the frequency domain via the Fast Fourier transformation 
(FFT):
1 nm nffi
UkiyJm) = -and V/(u;m) =  V  yi(U)e^mti (2.60)
nm t {  nm t i
W ith the power spectra
1 Tlavg * Uavg
  Tun^Ui (w) and S m ( u )  = --------------------- ^  (2.61)
n avg  i = 1  n avg  .=  ]
and the cross power spectral densities
- navg n avg
s « ,M  =  —  and —  /-<“ ) (2-62)
i= 1  n avg { = l
which are averaged over n avg — 32 tests, the frequency response from input chan-
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Figure 2.15: Measured frequency response and coherence from forces in 2-direction 
at node 4 to displacements at nodes 5 and 11 with = 1 MN/m and 4mb — 
3500 Ns/m.
nel u to output channel y can be estimated as [44], [45]
The coherence
W )  =  0 < 72 < 1 (2.64)
J y y  [ L U ) j UU (U/J
is a measure for the quality of the estimation. The closer the value is to 1, 
the smaller is the uncertainty in the estimated frequency response. It generally 
deteriorates in anti-resonance zones where the output values are small, and at 
high frequencies due to the influence of noise.
Figure 2.15 shows the estimated frequency response of the rotor system from 
forces applied by the driven end magnetic bearing (node 4) to displacements at the 
inner sensors (nodes 5 and 11), together with the coherence. A coherence close to 
unity in the first four resonance zones shows that the quality of the measurement 
is acceptable. The very close match between the measured and the theoretical 
values could be achieved by tuning the parameters of the FEM model slightly and
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Figure 2.16: Measured largest singular values of the frequency response matrix 
from magnetic bearing forces to displacements at sensor nodes in z- and y- 
directions with Icmb = lM N /m  and d\jB =  3500 Ns/m.
implementing the magnetic bearing with a low-pass characteristic as described 
by (2.13) with u>cut =  3000 rad/s. If the low-pass characteristic is neglected, the 
simulation model underestimates the amplitudes in the resonance zones.
Figure 2.16 shows the largest singular values of the measured and the calculated 
frequency response matrix from forces at the magnetic bearing to displacements 
at the sensor nodes in 2- and ^-directions together with the multiplicative error
Am = & m eas  ^
& calc
(2.65)
which is an important measurement in robust control design. In the frequency 
range [0, of interest, the maximum multiplicative error is smaller than 30%.
2.5  Closure
This chapter presented an approach to derive a mathematical model of rotor/- 
magnetic bearing systems. It was shown that the basic FEM framework can 
easily be extended to incorporate internal friction effects, non-linear magnetic
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bearing characteristics, and dynamics of sensors, amplifiers, etc, if high accuracy 
is required. A model for the flexible rotor test rig was derived. It was compared 
with an experimental system and an estimate for the model error was given.
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Decentralised single-input-single-output PD feedback is the most commonly used 
control strategy for commercial rotor/m agnetic bearing systems. It can be imple­
mented very easily, is reliable, and provides reasonable stability and performance 
for most applications. It does not, however, exploit the whole potential of mag­
netic bearing technology. There may also be high gain stability problems, which 
are usually overcome by using notch filters.
As outlined in Section 2.2.3, a PD-controlled bearing behaves like a linear 
spring-damper system with stiffness and damping as tunable parameters. Modern 
multi-variable control methods offer undoubtly more possibilities to improve the 
system performance. Not only do they provide a direct means to assess stabil­
ity and robustness of the closed loop, they also allow the formulation of various 
control objectives in one unified framework. Such objectives may be the minimi­
sation of displacements at other points than the magnetic bearings, the limitation 
of actuator forces, robustness against parameter variations, and attenuation of 
external disturbance forces and noise, to name only a few.
This chapter focuses on Hqq control. This is a very powerful feedback design 
method especially suitable for multi-objective control of MIMO systems. After 
some theoretical aspects are presented, the mixed sensitivity problem is discussed 
as a practical application. This standard formulation is then modified to represent 
the physical structure of rotor/magnetic bearing systems in an improved manner. 
Conventional linear time invariant (LTI) controllers may lead to instability 
when the rotational speed varies. To overcome his problem, a linear matrix in­
equality (LMI) approach is presented, which allows the designer to implement gain 
scheduled robust controllers. They consider the measured rotational speed els 
a system parameter, and guarantee stability over the whole operating range. The 
performance and stability of the derived robust time-invariant and gain-scheduled 
controllers for flexible rotor/magnetic bearing systems is examined and compared 
to PD control in simulations and experiments.
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3.1 Modern Control Strategies
A control engineer can choose between a vast number of well-developed MIMO 
design techniques these days. Popular ones include pole placement, Nyquist— 
like techniques, linear quadratic Gaussian methods (LQG) with or without loop 
transfer recovery (LTR), and the more recent H<i and optimisation methods.
The most straightforward method is pole placement, where the designer can 
place the poles of the closed loop system anywhere in the complex plane pro­
vided that the plant is controllable. By moving poles, the influences on time 
response characteristics such as rise time, settling time, and transient oscillations 
are achieved. Although it is sometimes possible to meet design objectives with 
pole placement, the tuning of system performance usually involves a tedious trial- 
and-error process as the optimal pole positions are not known beforehand. The 
achieved stability margins and robustness of the closed loop are generally poor 
for the same reason. Model error may also lead to instability if the loop gain is 
too high.
“Nyquist-like” techniques [46] are basically an extension of classical SISO de­
sign methods to multi-variable systems. As with pole-placement, stability and 
robustness are not addressed directly, but must be examined after the controller 
is synthesised. These difficulties are overcome by optimal LQG/LTR feedback 
design methods, which take process disturbances and measurement noise into ac­
count, and also allow to trade off regulation performance and control effort.
A modern approach to MIMO control design is to describe closed loop perfor­
mance objectives by the “size” of closed loop transfer function matrices. The size 
can be assessed by various operator norms, which provide a measure of how large 
the output signals can get for certain classes of input signals. Minimisation of the 
norms over the set of all stabilising controllers is the basis for recent H 2 and H ^  
optimal robust control theories.
3.2 H o c  Control in a Nutshell
A complete derivation of H oq control theory is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Only several aspects directly related to the following practical applications are 
shown here. A good introduction, which covers more detail, can be found in [46].
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Figure 3.1: Reading off ||Q||oo from a Figure 3.2: Fulfilled constraint
plot of largest principal gain. cr(Q(ju;)) < <r(W(ju;)).
3 .2 .1  T h e  U se o f  O perator Norms to  S pec ify  Perform ance
Hoo control theory builds upon a measure of the maximum gain of a linear dynamic 
system. Such a measure is given by the infinity norm
llQlloo =  s u p e r  ( Q ( j u ; ) )  ( 3 . 1 )
which is simply the least upper bound of the largest singular value of the transfer 
function matrix Q over all frequencies cv, as shown in Figure 3.1.
W ith the H00 norm, design objectives can be formulated as inequalities
IIQIIo o < 7  (3 .2 )
or optimisation problems such as
minimise IIQII oo (3.3)
where Q is some closed loop system.
Just constraining the peak gain of a plain closed loop transfer function is mostly 
not particularly useful, however. The true potential of the ||*||oo formulation is 
exploited by augmenting closed loop transfer functions of interest with appropriate 
weighting functions. For example, the constraint a(Q(ja;)) < <r(W(ja;)), which is
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+<>
Figure 3.3: Classical feedback configuration.
illustrated in Figure 3.2, can be specified by
5  I I W - ' Q I l o o  <  I I W - M l o o l l Q l l o o  =  I I W I I ^ I I Q I I c c  <  1 ( 3 . 4 )
3 .2 .2  Feedback Loop Representation
Controller design usually involves the creation of a block diagram, which visualises 
the interconnection of systems (plant, controller, filter, etc.), and external in- and 
outputs. A classical formulation is shown in Figure 3.3. The blocks G and K are 
the plant and the controller. The inputs r, d, and n represent the reference input, 
plant output disturbance, and measurement noise. The remaining signals are the 
error e, and the plant in- and outputs u, and y.
Various closed loop transfer functions in this system are of interest for robust 
controller design as shown later. Of particular importance are the output and 
input sensitivity functions
SG =  (I + GK)-1 and S* =  (I + KG)-1 (3.5)
and the output and input complementary sensitivity functions1
T 0 =  GK (I +  GK)-1 and Tj =  KG (I +  KG)-1 (3.6)
The output sensitivity functions can also be interpreted as the following closed 
loop transfer functions:
y =  S0d e =  S0r y = T cr (3.7)
1 Sometimes T 0(s) is also referred to as c lo s e d  lo o p  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t io n
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Figure 3.4: Feedback configuration for robust controller design.
Another block diagram representation, which is popular for robust controller de­
sign is shown in Figure 3.4. Here, K  stands for the controller and P  is the plant 
which is usually augmented with weighting functions.
The plant P  can be partitioned as
so that
yi =  P n ui +  P 12U2 and y 2 =  P 21U1 +  P 22U2 (3.9)
After eliminating 112 and y 2 using 112 =  K y 2 one obtains
yi =  (P n  + P i2K ( I - P 22K ) - 1P 2i) u1 : = F ,(P ,K )Ul (3.10)
where Fj(P,K) is called the lower linear fractional transformation of P and K. 
If the controller is drawn above P  one needs the upper linear fractional transfor­
mation defined as
y 2 =  ( p 22 +  p 21K(I -  P n K r ' P j j )  u2 := F„(P, K )u2 (3.11)
3 .2 .3  Representation o f  Uncertainty
The motivation for robust feedback design is the inherent uncertainty in the m ath­
ematical models of real plants. In classical control theory, rather crude stability 
margins are used to deal with this problem.
However, in robust control design, explicit uncertainty models are formulated. 
The most popular ones are
P (s) =  Po(s) +  A a(s) (3.12a)
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram representations of structured uncertainty. In the right
diagram, the plant P  and the compensator K  are combined to a single system
Q
P (s) =  P 0(s)(I +  A j (s)) (3.12b)
P(s) = (I + A 0(s))Po(s) (3.12c)
where A a represents an additive perturbation, A i an input- and A 0 an output 
multiplicative perturbation, respectively. The perturbations are constrained by 
their size, usually measured by er(A(ja;)). By introducing scaling transfer matrices 
W i(s )  and W 2(s), which characterise the spatial and frequency structure of an 
uncertainty A:
A (s) =  W i (s)A (s)W 2(s) (3.13)
it is always possible to take
IIAIloo < 1 (3.14)
which will be convenient for stability and robustness analysis.
Sometimes detailed information about the plant uncertainty structure are avail­
able, e.g. disturbances might only act on a subset of plant inputs or outputs, or
some plant parameters can be identified much better than others. In these cases
it is likely tha t the models in (3.12) are too conservative for satisfactory robust 
feedback design. The solution is to use a structured uncertainty model whose 
block diagram representation is shown in Figure 3.5.
Whenever there is uncertainty in a part of the plant or the controller it is
represented locally by one of the models (3.12). All n  of those local A  blocks can
then be “pulled out” and put into a block-diagonal transfer function matrix
A (s) =  diag (A i(s), A 2( s ) , . . . ,  A n(s)) (3.15)
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which is connected to a set of plant inputs and outputs by means of an upper 
linear fractional transformation. As before, weighting functions can be introduced 
to quantify frequency dependence and to normalise ||A||oo-
3 .2 .4  Small Gain Theorem
Arguably the most important application of the Hoc norm is the small gain the­
orem. It states that if Q and A  are stable, robust internal stability of the right 
system in Figure 3.5 is guaranteed for
a) || A||oo < 1/7 if and only if H T ^,^ ||oo < 7 (3.16a)
b) || A | | o o  < I /7  if and only if | |o o  < 7 (3.16b)
where, in line with the current convention in literature, T yi)Ul denotes the closed
loop transfer function from Ui to y i and should not be confused with the com­
plementary sensitivity function.
Robust stability conditions for various assumptions of unstructured plant uncer­
tainty can be derived from (3.16). For structured uncertainty, a less conservative 
formulation can be used. The basic concepts are the same, but stability conditions 
will involve the structured singular value, a m atrix function denoted by //(•). A  
good introduction to //-synthesis and analysis is given in [47].
3 .2 .5  T h e  Mixed Sensitivity Problem
A popular approach to H 00 control design is the so-called mixed sensitivity for­
mulation. The two main objectives are good disturbance rejection and robustness 
against errors in the plant model. They can be directly accessed by constraining 
the output sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function of the closed loop 
plant:
For good disturbance rejection, the transfer function between d  and y, Sc, 
should be as small as possible. By choosing a suitable weight W i(s ), the designer 
can put a constraint on S0 as
a (S 0(jo;)) < ^ W ^ f jw ) )  (3.17)
If all plant uncertainties are expressed by the output multiplicative model (3.12c)2,
2Similar derivations exist for the other models in (3.12)
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of mixed sensitivity problem.
it follows from the small gain theorem that robust stability of the closed loop plant 
is guaranteed if
W{A0Qu)) < 1 (3.18)cr(T0(]u;))
Hence, a robustly stable system can be obtained by choosing a weighting function 
W 3(s) so that
a(A 0(ju;)) < ^(W ^j^)) (3.19)
and constraining the complementary sensitivity function by
cf(T0M )  < ^ (W ^ G w )) (3.20)
Using equation (3.7), the constraints can be visualised by the block diagram in 
Figure 3.6. This diagram can be transferred into a representation as in Figure 3.4 
by combining the part within the dashed lines to a single partitioned augmented 
plant








It follows from (3.10) that





3.3 Application o f Control to the Rotor
Therefore, the constraints (3.17) and (3.20) can be written as
IIF K P .K )!^  < 1 (3.23)
which is an expression tha t can be solved for K  [9].
It should be noted tha t K  is generally of at least the same order as P . To keep 
the complexity of the controller low, the plant should be reduced if possible, and 
the order of the weighting functions kept small. After K  is derived, it might be 
necessary to apply further model reduction techniques to the controller in order 
to increase the computational performance.
It is tempting to make W i and W 3 large to achieve good disturbance rejection 
and robustness over the whole frequency range. This, however, is not possible as 
it follows from SG +  T 0 =  I that
The common approach is therefore to shape W 3 first so that (3.19) holds. Then, 
W i is made as large as allowed by (3.24) in frequency regions where good distur­
bance rejection and performance is required.
3.3 Application of H o o  Control to the Rotor
The previous section gave an overview about some Hoc control concepts, and 
showed how the theory can be applied in practice using the mixed sensitivity 
formulation. Hoc methods are utilised to design controllers for the rotor/magnetic 
bearing test rig.
3 .3 .1  Feedback Loop Formulation
Common objectives when designing a controller for a rotor/m agnetic bearing sys­
tem are the minimisation of displacements or the minimisation of actuator forces 
in the presence of disturbances. Furthermore, robustness against plant uncer­
tainty and measurement noise should be achieved. Although the mixed sensitivity 
strategy outlined in Section 3.2.5 could be followed, it is not ideal as it assumes 
disturbances at the plant output instead of the input, nor does it provide measures 
to specify measurement noise and it is not suitable to constrain actuator action.
l^w you^+s^w ^au/)) (3.24)
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of augmented plant with PD controller.
MB
Figure 3.8: Block diagram of augmented plant without PD controller.
3.3 Application o f Control to the Rotor
Two better formulations, which closely resemble the physical system and allow 
all desired robustness and performance objectives to be defined are shown in 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8. In both block diagrams, K represents the controller, and 
R  the rotor with nodal forces as input and nodal displacements at the sensor 
locations as output. For controller design and simulation, R  is reduced to the 
first 5 modes shown in Figure 2.11. M B represents the linear magnetic bearing 
model (2.10), which can be augmented with a low-pass filter as shown in (2.13). 
The size and frequency content of disturbance forces acting at the input of the 
plant, and measurement noise acting on the output are expressed by the weighting 
function matrices and W n. Rotor displacements and actuator effort are 
penalised by W yi and W a, respectively.
The difference between the two block diagrams in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 is the 
PD controller, which is omitted in the second formulation. The main reason to 
permanently include a PD controller in the feedback loop is that it stabilises the 
augmented plant prior to iToo design. Although most H qo algorithms can deal 
with unstable plants, virtually all achieve better results if the plant is sufficiently 
damped. This is obvious as the Hoo norm is extremely sensitive to “spikes” in 
the frequency response. Lightly damped poles have to be cancelled in order to 
make the norm small and achieve good performance. If the plant dynamics are 
uncertain, however, the exact position of the poles is unknown and any attem pts 
to cancel poles will almost certainly reduce robustness. Furthermore it is advisable 
to keep the bearing stiffness low. Otherwise the fi/oo controller has to work against 
the PD controller, which might reduce robustness due to measurement noise and 
uncertainties in the PD frequency response.
The main reasons for a design without a PD controller is the clearer layout 
of the block diagram and the lower order of the augmented plant. It also fa­
cilitates stability and robustness analysis as no parallel connection between two 
controllers with different inputs3 has to be formed. For simplicity, this model will 
be considered in the main for the rest of the chapter.
3 .3 .2  Choice o f  W eight Functions
The most important step apart from the design of the augmented plant is the 
choice of weighting functions. They determine the properties of the closed loop
3K considers all eight sensor outputs while PD uses the four displacem ents signals at the
m agnetic bearings only.
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system. The closer the augmented plant resembles the physical system, the easier 
is it generally to assign suitable values. In the current system, and W n have 
a physical meaning: they represent the power spectra of disturbance forces and 
measurement noise. They can be found by actually measuring these parameters 
on the real system. If such data  is unavailable, realistic assumptions must be 
made.
The output weights W yi and W 0 are used to achieve stability and performance 
requirements. Their ratio determines the trade-off between small rotor displace­
ments and small actuator forces in the presence of disturbances.
In practice, care must be taken to limit the high frequency gain, hence the noise 
amplification, of K . This is achieved by increasing the high frequency gain of the 
dominant input and output weights. A suitable transfer function template for this 
task is
W (s) -  P w ^ l  a g C, b >  1 (3.25)
(s +  ab)
so that limu,_+o |W n(jaj)| =  lim^^oolWnQa;)!/^. Here, P  is a Bool position matrix 
and w is a diagonal static scaling matrix.
The interpretation of and W n as measures for physical disturbances and 
noise, and W yi and W a as constraints on nominal performance is straightforward.
It is less obvious, however, how robust stability constraints can be specified in the
current formulation. This will be now be shown.
If G is defined as
G  =  F j(R ,-M B )  (3.26)
and the plant exhibits a multiplicative output uncertainty
G =  (I +  W iA oW 2)G 0, HAol loo^l  (3.27)
the small gain theorem states that the closed loop system is stable if and only if
IIWsToWiHoo < 1 (3.28)
How can this be guaranteed? Close inspection of the block diagram of Figure 3.8 
reveals that the closed loop transfer function from Uib to y ia is given by
T ot„,«16 =  W „ G K  (I +  G K ) - 1 W „ =  W » T 0W „ (3.29)
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Hence, if two weights W yi and W n are specified that fulfil the performance ob­
jectives and
ff(W iA gW 2) < a { W yiA 0W n) (3.30)
robust stability and nominal performance is guaranteed if a controller can be 
found tha t leads to
1 ,iii 1 oo ^  l i  7 < 1 (3.31)
If the plant multiplicative uncertainty is assumed to be at the input of R , analo­
gous closed loop stability studies can be performed, which lead to the requirement
ff(W i A ,w 2) < a ( W aA i W d) (3.32)
instead of (3.30).
3 .3 .3  Controller Synthesis
Two different weight function configurations for each of the augmented plants 
in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 were used to compute Hoo optimised controllers with the 
Matlab h in fsy n  function [48]. This implements a two-Riccati formula algorithm 
with standard 7-iteration.
The aim of the first design is to derive a hard controller, which minimises the 
maximum rotor displacements due to unbalance forces and base motion. In the 
second design, a soft controller is derived, which minimises actuator forces and 
reduces the sensitivity to sensor noise.
A performance measure for the hard controller is the Hoo norm of the transfer 
function from nodal disturbance forces to displacements at the sensor locations 
H. To make it small, the product o:(W!/i)ff(W (/) should be large. If output 
multiplicative plant uncertainty (3.27) is assumed, W n must be chosen so that 
the condition (3.30) is met. The gain of W a must be small for low frequencies to 
achieve good performance. At high frequencies, however, the gain should increase 
to limit noise amplification. After several iterations, the input weights were set 
to static gains
W d = 120 P d and W n =  3 • 10" 4 P n (3.33a)
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and the output weights were chosen to be diagonal first order transfer functions
W „i =  1000- ^ p  +  1 I  and W a =  6 • 1(T 5 +  \  I (3.33b)   1- 1    1-12t t 1000 ^  1 2t t 1000 ^  1
Robust stability is guaranteed if a controller with 7 < 1 can be computed, because 
the product of 'Wyi and W n provide an upper bound for the output multiplicative 
error of the plant model (c.f. Figure 2.16 and equation (3.30)).
A soft controller reduces the transfer function from disturbance forces or mea­
sured displacements to actuator forces. As the plant uncertainty is unchanged, 
W yi and W n were not altered. W d was reduced to relax the constraints on H. 
The DC gain of W a was increased, and the poles and zeros were shifted towards 
lower frequencies in order to penalise actuator action in the operating range of 
the rotor. A suitable set of weights for soft controller design is given by
W d = 80 P d and W n =  3 • 10-4 P n (3.34a)
and
W vi =  1000 X- I and W a =  1 .8-10~4 + 1 I (3.34b)   1- 1    1-1
2 tt1 0 0 0  ^  1 2 tt2 5 0  ^  x
A major problem with controller design for magnetic bearing/rotor systems 
is the change of system parameters with the rotation speed due to gyroscopic 
effects. Even for relatively slow speed machinery, eigenfrequencies can change 
significantly as illustrated in Figure 2.13. Stability in the whole operating range 
is therefore not guaranteed with controllers designed at Q =  0. If a plant is 
operated at only a few nominal rotational speeds, an option is to take a plant 
model at these speeds for the derivation of the controller and switch between 
them  as required. If the rotation speed is continuously variable, however, more 
complex gain-scheduling techniques should be applied. Here, the first approach 
is followed and the “adaptive” controllers derived for each rotational speed ft — u> 
are compared to a nominal controller derived at Q =  0.
3 .3 .4  Stability and Perform ance Analysis
Hoo controllers were derived with the two augmented plants shown in Figures 3.7 
and 3.8. The results were almost identical so tha t only those for pure Hoo control
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Figure 3.9: Largest singular value plots for closed loop transfer functions H and 
J d with a hard controller.
are presented. The PD controller used as a reference leads to a magnetic bearing 
stiffness and damping of kMB — l MN / m  and d,MB =  3500NS/m, respectively. 
These values were found to be a good compromise between stiffness, closed loop 
stability, damping and noise rejection.
As mentioned before, the main objective of a hard control design is the minimi­
sation of the maximum displacements in the presence of synchronous unbalance 
forces in the operating range. A measure for this characteristic is the largest sin­
gular value plot of H. The smaller a(H(ja>))|fi the smaller are the displacement 
due to disturbance forces. Equivalently, a soft controller should minimise the 
largest singular values of the transfer function J^, which relates actuator forces 
to rotor displacements and/or sensor noise.
Figure 3.9 shows the singular value plots of H and for the closed loop system 
with a hard Hoo controller. As expected, the Hoo norm of H is greatly reduced, 
whereas ||Jrf||oo is increased. From 150 — 400rad/s, <j(H(ju;)) is actually larger 
with Hoo control than with PD action due to an eigenmode in that frequency 
range. Such local performance deterioration compared to other designs is hard to 
avoid with Hoo synthesis unless very complex (hence not practicable) weights are 
used. It is noted that the actuator forces are decreased at low frequencies.
The singular value plots in Figure 3.10 for the plant with a soft controller reveal 
that the displacement amplitudes due to disturbance forces are generally increased 
compared to the hard design. The actuator forces due to rotor displacement 
are smaller than for the PD controlled system except in the frequency range
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Figure 3.10: Largest singular value plots for closed loop transfer functions H  and 
Jd with a soft controller.
1 5 0 — 4 0 0  rad/s. || J d ||o o  is smaller than that for the hard Hoo system, and cr(J<f(ja/)) 
is reduced at high frequencies, which implies better noise rejection.
Good robustness against multiplicative plant uncertainty is achieved if | | T 0 ( j u / ) | | o o  
is small as stated in (3.28). Figure 3.11 shows that both the hard and the soft con­
trollers reduce the output complementary sensitivity function significantly, which 
implies better stability margins for Hoo controlled plants compared to their PD 
controlled counterparts.
Robust stability of the closed loop system was checked by using the Matlab 
loopmargin function [48]. It calculates the multi-loop output disk margin, which 
is the largest region for simultaneous, independent variations in the individual 
output channels of a loop transfer function Q such that for all gain and phase 
variations inside that region the closed loop is stable. The multi-loop output disk 
margin is a non-conservative robustness measure derived from the structured sin­
gular value of the balanced output sensitivity function / i ( S 0  + T 0). Figure 3 . 1 2  
shows the results for the hard and soft controllers. The most important observa­
tions are that the loop with the nominal Hoo controller designed at Cl =  0 is not 
stable over the whole operating range, and that the hard adaptive controller has 
far better stability margins than the soft one. Both are superior to the simple PD 
controller over the whole frequency range.
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Figure 3.11: Output complementary sensitivity functions for closed loops with 
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Figure 3.12: Gain and phase margins for the closed loop plants with hard (left) 
and soft (right) controller.
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3.4 Experimental Results for Robust Control
The hard and soft Hoc controllers were implemented on the flexible rotor test rig 
described in Section 2.1 in order to compare their performance with conventional 
PD control experimentally. The continuous controller state-space equations used 
in the previous section were discretised with the zero-order hold method for a 
sampling frequency of 8192 Hz. It is possible to run the full order controller with 
32 to 40 states4 on the available dSPACE hardware in real time. However, it was 
found out tha t controllers can be reduced to 24 to 28 states with Hankel singular 
value reduction methods without loss of performance.
Hoo controllers derived with the augmented plants in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 were 
tested, and no significant differences could be observed. The measurements pre­
sented in the next sections were all performed with the plain H a0 controller (no 
underlying PD control).
3 .4 .1  Impulse R esponse
In the first experiment, the transient displacement response of the stationary 
rotor due to an impulsive force input (400 N for 0.015 s) applied by the non-driven 
end magnetic bearing was measured. The results are a good indicator for the 
disturbance rejection performance of the system. The displacements at the non­
driven end magnetic and auxiliary bearing are compared for PD and hard/soft 
Hoc control in Figure 3.13 and 3.14.
The left plots show the superior performance of the hard Hoo controller. The 
maximum displacement amplitude is 15-20% smaller than with PD control and 
the settling time is reduced by a factor of four. The disturbance rejection prop­
erties of the soft H qo controller are comparable with PD control. The maximum 
rotor displacement at the magnetic bearing, which applies the force, is slightly 
larger due to the “softness” of the system. The settling time is approximately the 
same. However, the response at the auxiliary bearing node is slightly superior to 
the PD controlled system, because the H 00 controller takes the displacements at 
the rotor ends into account whereas the PD controller only uses the displacement 
at the magnetic bearings.
4T he order o f the controller depends on the choice o f the augm ented plant (with or w ithout
P D ) and on the number o f m odes in the reduced FE m odel o f the rotor.
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Figure 3.13: Measured displacement response due to an impulse force input at the 
non-driven end magnetic bearing.
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Figure 3.14: Measured displacement response at the non-driven end auxiliary bear­
ing node due to an impulse force applied by the adjacent magnetic bearing.
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3 .4 .2  M ass Loss T est
After performing impulse response tests with a stationary rotor, it was examined 
how the controllers perform at a non-zero rotational speed. Mass loss experiments 
at fl =  125rad /s  and Q =  151 rad /s  were undertaken. An unbalance of 200gem  
was attached to the non-driven end disk. It was reduced by a smaller mass tied 
on the opposite circumferential point of the same disk using a Kevlar chord, which 
could be cut by a solenoid controlled blade. The performance of hard and soft Hoo 
controllers was assessed by comparing the displacement response at the non-driven 
end magnetic and auxiliary bearings with the PD controlled system.
It was expected tha t the Hoo controllers would perform significantly better than 
the PD controller at the lower rotational speed due to the smaller singular values 
of the system at that frequency (c.f. Figures 3.9 and 3.10). At u  =  151 rad/s, 
<r(H(ju;)) is roughly the same for all three controllers, which means tha t the 
steady state responses should be similar.
The results shown in Figure 3.15 verify these predictions. At f2 =  125 rad/s, 
the displacements with PD control are indeed much larger than with Hoo control. 
Noticeable is that the steady state responses of the hard and soft Hoo controllers 
have very similar magnitudes. However, the overshoot just after the mass loss at 
t = 0.5 s is larger with the soft controller, as predicted by the impulse response 
examined above.
It is this overshoot that makes the difference at Q =  151 rad /s. Although the 
steady state amplitudes are similar for all three controllers, rotor-stator contact is 
most likely for the PD controlled system with an overshoot of roughly 25% com­
pared to nearly 0% for the hard and less than 10% for the soft Hoo controller. As 
shown in the following chapters, damaging persistent rotor-stator contact modes 
can become established after only one initial impact even if the contact-free orbit 
is significantly smaller than the clearance. Hence, overshoot after a transient force 
input should be an important performance measure for certain applications.
3 .4 .3  Run-Up Experim ent
Vibration amplitudes reached during run-up or run-down are often the main prob­
lem in turbo machinery operation. This is true especially for large flexible rotors 
with small clearances such as in modern gas turbines. To test the quality of the 
derived controllers at various rotation speeds, slow run-ups from 2-30 Hz were
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Figure 3.15: Measured mass loss displacement response with PD and hard/soft 
ii/oo controllers operating at f2 = 125 rad /s and Q =  151 rad/s.
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performed. To get a significant amplitude, an unbalance of 200gem  was added 
to the non-driven end disk. The response was measured at the non-driven end 
magnetic and auxiliary bearings.
The inherent problem of LTI controllers is tha t they are guaranteed to 
be robustly stable for the design rotational speed only. Here, Hqo controllers 
computed for Q =  151 rad /s  were used, which proved to be stable at all rotational 
speeds reached during run-up.
The measured data  presented in Figure 3.16 verifies the theoretical predictions 
in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The PD controlled plant reaches the largest maximum 
displacements in the observed frequency range between 120 rad /s  and 130 rad/s. 
The maximum displacement at the end auxiliary bearing is more than 2.5 times 
larger than that obtained with the hard H ^  controller, which performs better 
at all speeds. Compared with PD, the soft Hoc controller gives rise to larger 
displacements at speeds above 140 rad/s. However, the maximum displacement 
amplitude during run-up is a factor of two less.
It is noticeable that the H 00 controllers are particularly good in keeping the 
displacements at the end auxiliary bearings small. That is because they use the 
information provided by the sensors at the rotor ends. The only way this could be 
achieved with PD control is to implement synchronous unbalance compensation at 
the expense of reduced stability and possibly larger displacements at the magnetic 
bearings and/or larger transm itted forces.
3.5 Gain-Scheduled H <*, Control
As mentioned before, the plant dynamics of rotor/m agnetic bearing systems change 
with the rotational speed due to gyroscopic effects. Therefore, controllers de­
signed at a single speed usually achieve robustness and good performance over a 
small speed range only. One way to solve this problem is to model the frequency 
varying part as plant uncertainty. Although this approach can be applied suc­
cessfully to simple systems, it is likely to be too conservative for complex flexible 
rotors. Another possible solution is to switch between controllers designed for 
specific speeds, as outlined in Section 3.3.3. The major drawback of this method, 
however, is that generally stability cannot be guaranteed, as switching might ex­
cite higher order modes.
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Figure 3.16: Measured vibration amplitudes at the non-driven end auxiliary and 
magnetic bearings during a run-up from 2-30 Hz with PD and Hoo controllers.
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H qq controllers, which use the real-time measurement of the rotation speed to op­
timise the performance and robustness of the closed loop system. The controller is 
computed at each rotation speed as an affine combination of two vertex systems. 
It adjusts to the variations in the plant dynamics in order to provide stability and 
good performance over the whole speed range.
3 .5 .1  Linear Param eter Varying S ystem s
In contrast to linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, the state-space matrices of 
linear parameter varying (LPV) plants are functions of a parameter vector 0(t)
x ( i )  =  A  (0 (t ) )x (t )  +  B (0(t))u(t)  (3.35a)
y (t) =  C (0(t))x (£ )  +  D(6(t))u(t)  (3.35b)
If 6{t) is unknown, it must be considered as time-varying uncertainty. If it can
be measured in real-time, however, it can be used to adapt the controller to the
varying plant dynamics in order to improve robustness and performance.
3 .5 .2  LFT Form ulation
The formulation in (3.35) is very general. For tractability reasons, certain re­
strictions are usually placed on how the plant depends on 0{t). One way is to 
assume that A , B , C , D  are linear fractional functions of the varying parameter. 
The linear fractional transformation (LFT) be expressed by (c.f. equations (3.10) 
and (3.11))
y =  F*(P ,© )u  (3.36a)
with
© =  diag(0ili, 02I 2, • • ■, 0fclfc) (3.36b)
The corresponding block diagram is shown in Figure 3.17.
Consistent with the plant, the controller also has a LFT dependence on ©, so 
tha t the overall closed loop transfer function from input u  to output y is given by
Tv,„(p ,K,e) = F,(F„(p,e)>F,(K,e))  (3.37)
The special interconnection structure of P  and © enables solution for a gain- 
scheduled controller K (0 ) ,  which stabilises the plant and guarantees some closed
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P(0)
K(0)
Figure 3.17: LFT representation of a Figure 3.18. Feedback loop with 
parameter-varying plant. gain-scheduled polytopic con-
troller.
loop performance 7 for all parameter variations. Apkarian’s and Gahinet’s paper 
[15] presents the detailed derivations and LMI-based algorithms for the continuous 
and discrete time case.
3 .5 .3  Affine Param eter D ep en d en t P lants
Another way to find a gain-scheduled controller for a system (3.35) is to assume 
that the state-space matrices depend affinely on the time-varying measured pa­
rameter. 6{t) is restricted to vary in a polytope © of vertices 0 i, 02, • • •, 0 n as
0 E © Co{0i, O2 1 • • •, On} (3.38)
where
( n n 1
Co{0 i , 02, ■ • • ,0n} =  S : Oii > 0, ^ o t i  =  1 I (3.39)
I i=1 J=1 J
Then, the state-space matrices of the LPV plant range in a convex hull whose 
vertices are the images of the vertices of the parameter polytope ©:
A (0) B(0) e  Co j A(0>) B  ( 0 i )
C(0) D (0) C ( 0 i ) D (0;)
, i 1, 2, . . . ,  n (3.40)
For these plants, Apkarian et al. [16] describe a LMI-based method to derive a 
gain-scheduled controller K (0). The strategy is to calculate LTI Hoo controllers at 
the vertices 0j of the parameter poly tope first. For a measured parameter vector 
0 G 0 ,  K (0) can then be computed online as a convex combination of the vertex 
controllers:
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(3.41)K (0 )  =  2 > i K i  =
i=1 i=l
The reason why this approach leads to guaranteed stable gain-scheduled control, 
and naive interpolation between independent LTI controllers at the parameter 
vertices does not, is that a single Lyapunov function is used to establish asymptotic 
stability of all controllers over the whole parameter range 0 .
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Certain assumptions on the plant must be made in order to be able to derive a 
gain-scheduled Hoo controller:
•  d 2 2 (0 ) =  0
•  D 2 2 (0), B 2 (0), C 2 (0), D i 2 (0), D 2 i (0 )  are constant, i.e. parameter indepen­
dent
•  ( A ( 0 ) , B 2 ) and ( A (0), C 2) are quadratically stabilisable and detectable over 
©, respectively5
Most models of real plants fulfil these conditions. If not, the model structure can 
usually be modified so that the assumptions are valid.
W ith the state-space description of the closed loop system
(3.43)




y C  d D d u
where
' A  d B d A 0 +  B K C Bo +  B K D 2i
c d D d C 0 +  D 21K C D n  +  D i 2 K D 2i
(3-44)
5A matrix function A(0) is called quadratically stable over ©  if for some P = P T > 0 and 
Q =  Q t  >  0: PA(0) + A(0)t P < —Q, V0 G © . A pair of matrix functions (A(0),B(0)) is 
said to be quadratically stabilisable over ©  if there exists a matrix K such that A(0)+B(0)K 
is quadratically stable over © . A(0 ) and C(0) are said to be quadratically detectable over 
0  if there exists a matrix L such that A(0) + LB(0) is quadratically stable over © .
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and
' A 0 B i 0 b 2 ■
Ao B 0 B  ' 0 0 0 I 0
Co D n D 12 = C l 0 D u 0 D 12
C D 2i K 0 I 0 a k B *
. c 2 0 D 12 C K t>k
(3.45)
it can be shown [10] tha t the Hoo suboptimal control problem is equivalent to the 
existence of a positive definite solution X  > 0 to the inequality
A d T X  +  X A d X B d C d r  
B d T X  - 7 I D dT
C cl D d - 7 I
< 0 (3.46)
For LPV systems, this can be reformulated as the problem to find two symmetric







A , R  +  R A f R C f j  B i i
C i , R - 7I D n i
B f , D [ l ! - 7I
A f S  +  S A i S B U c q
B f j S I 1—
1
D n i
C i i D m - 7 l .
R  I 
I S
> 0
M r  0 
0 I







where i =  1, . . .  ,n,  and M r,M s  denote orthonormal bases of the null spaces of 
and [C2D 21], respectively. Reduced order controllers with rank n ^  n p  
exist, if rank(I — R S )  =  n K < n p .
W ith two full column-rank matrices M , N  G MnPxni<r chosen such tha t M N T — 




n t 0 0 m t
(3.48)
The result is substituted into (3.46), which can then be solved for the controller 
state-space matrices. Global stability of the solution over the whole parameter
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range © is established by the single Lyapunov function
V{x)  =  x TX x  (3.49)
which fulfils the conditions
V{x)  > 0  Vx ^  0 (3.50a)
H V (x )  < 0 (negative definite) (3.50b)
where H V  (x) denotes the Hessian6 of V (x ). Furthermore, the gain in terms of 
the 2-norm between inputs and outputs is bounded by
| | y l b  <  7 I M I 2  ( 3 .51)
3.6 Gain-Scheduled Control of the Rotor System
The LPV system description of the rotor depends on one parameter, namely, the 
rotational speed ft. Hence, the two vertices of the parameter poly tope are 0 and 
Qmax- Tim vertex system matrices of an affine parameter dependent plant model 
can be derived in several ways where some are more advantageous than others.
3 .6 .1  Form ulation o f  th e  LPV P lant and Controller S yn th esis
A first attem pt might be to substitute ft =  0 and ft =  f tmax into (2.56), reduce 
the order with (2.57), and take the resulting systems as vertices of the plant 
polytope. The drawback of this method is that all state-space matrices except 
D  depend on ft due to the modal transformation with \fv. In practice, this 
leads to computational problems with the currently available controller synthesis 
algorithms if the plant is reasonably complex.
A better way to calculate the vertex systems is to form a feedback connection 
between the modally reduced nominal plant R q at ft =  0, and a parameter depen-
>rThe Hessian m atrix is the square m atrix o f second partial derivatives o f a scalar-valued func­
tion:
H ( V ( x i , X 2 , • • - , x n)) =
r d2v d 2 V d 2 V  -|
d x i d x \  d x 2 d x \  d x n
d 2 V d 2 V d2v
dx2  d x i d x \ S x2  dx-n
d 2 V d 2 V d2v
. d x n  5 x i d x n  5X2 d x \
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Figure 3.19: Feedback connection of nominal plant with parameter dependent 
system representing gyroscopic effects.
dent system representing the gyroscopic effects R^(f2) as shown in Figure 3.19. 
R o  is a static gain system with as the only non-zero state-space matrix. 
W ith D *0 =  0, the state-space equations of the feedback connection are given by
X A*° +  B RoD Rn(ft)C R° b r °~ X
y C Ro 0 u
where only the system m atrix A  depends on Q, as desired.
Once the LPV system is formed, the formulation of the augmented plant in­
cluding the choice of the weighting functions proceeds in an analogous manner as 
in section 3.3 and shall not therefore be repeated here.
3 .6 .2  Stability  and Perform ance Analysis
The same stability and performance calculations as in Section 3.3.4 were carried 
out with the gain-scheduled controller K (0). K (0) evaluated at 0 =  0 shall be 
referred to as the “nominal” controller whereas “adaptive” means that 6 = ft.
The performance measures H  and for the hard and the soft controller shown 
in Figures 3.20 and 3.21, respectively, are all worse compared to the results ob­
tained with time-invariant Hoo synthesis. This was expected because the controller 
must now deal with a parameter-varying plant instead of an LTI system. Not sur­
prisingly, the stability margins of the gain-scheduled system are smaller than in 
the LTI case, indicated by a larger complementary sensitivity function and smaller 
gain and phase margins as shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23, respectively.
W hether gain-scheduled control can be used or not depends on the performance 
and robustness requirements. If the rotational speed varies slowly, switching be-
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Figure 3.20: Largest singular value plots for closed loop transfer functions H  and 
Jrf with a gain-scheduled hard controller.
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Figure 3.21: Largest singular value plots for closed loop transfer functions H  and 
with a gain-scheduled soft controller.
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Figure 3.22: Output complementary sensitivity functions for closed loops with 







































Figure 3.23: Gain and phase margins for the closed loop plants with hard (left) 
and soft (right) gain-scheduled controller.
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Figure 3.24: Transient displacement response to an impulse force input at node 2 
with PD and LTI and LPV H0Q controllers at Q, =  125 rad/s.
tween LTI controller could be considered, although it does not guarantee stabil­
ity. If the plant runs at a fixed operating speed, it might be advantageous to use 
(adaptive) PD control for acceleration and deceleration phases and switch on an 
appropriate Hoo controller once the operating speed is reached.
3 .6 .3  Transient R esp o n se  o f  LTI and LPV Controllers
Studies to compare the transient responses of PD and LTI/LPV Hoo controlled 
plants have been carried out. An impulsive force f z (t) =  6(t) ■ 1000 N was applied 
at the non-driven end disk node of a linearised simulation model. The resulting 
displacement response was calculated at the same node.
For the first simulation, a LTI controller was derived for Q =  151 rad/s, which 
coincides with the rotation speed. At that speed, the transfer function matrix H 
of the closed loop system has similar largest singular values for each controller 
as shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.20, and 3.21. Figure 3.24 reveals that the PD 
controlled plant has the largest displacement amplitude and the longest settling 
time. The hard Hoo controllers have the best performance. The time response 
characteristics of the LTI and LPV Hoo controllers are similar.
In the second simulation, the LTI controller derived for Q — 151 rad /s was used 
for a rotor with a speed of ft =  314 rad/s. The system became unstable although 
the initial response is almost identical. The gain-scheduled controller performs 
equally well at both speeds.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of transient responses of LTI and LPV controllers at 
El = 151 rad/s (LTI design speed) and El =  314 rad/s.
3.7  Experimental Results o f  Gain-Scheduled Control
As with the LTI controllers in Section 3.4, some experiments have been performed 
with the LPV gain-scheduled H ^  controllers to verify the theoretical predictions. 
Gain-scheduling with one parameter approximately doubles the computational 
complexity, so that the sampling frequency of the discrete controller was set to only 
4 kHz due to hardware limitations. Non-reduced discretised state-space models of 
the continuous controllers presented above were used in the experiments, although 
8 to 10 states could be removed with appropriate reduction techniques without 
loss of performance.
3 .7 .1  Impulse R esp on se
The displacement response of the rotor at the two non-driven end sensors (at 
node 15) to an impulsive force (400 N pulse with a duration of 0.015 s) applied by 
the non-driven end magnetic bearing at Q =  0 rad/s is displayed in Figures 3.26 
and 3.27.
Similar to the LTI case examined in Section 3.4.1, the hard LPV Hoo controller 
provides superior disturbance rejection compared to the PD controller and the 
soft Hoo controller. The maximum displacement of the soft Hoo controlled system 
is larger than with PD control especially at the magnetic bearing where the force 
is applied. However, the settling time is always lower for the robust controllers.
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Figure 3.26: Measured displacement response to an impulse force input at the 






















Figure 3.27: Measured displacement response at the non-driven end auxiliary bear­
ing node to an impulse force applied by the adjacent magnetic bearing with 
gain-scheduled controller.
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As predicted by the simulation results shown in Figure 3.24, the gain-scheduled 
controllers do not perform as well as their LTI counterparts, but the differences 
are small.
3 .7 .2  Run-Up Experim ent
The unbalanced rotor was run up from 2-30 Hz under gain scheduled control. 
The measured displacement response is compared to the one of a PD controlled 
system in Figure 3.28. In the observed speed range, there is only a small difference 
between the hard LPV and LTI controllers (c.f. Figure 3.16). Slightly surprising 
are the small amplitudes of the soft gain-scheduled controller, which are almost 
identical to those of the hard system.
Overall, the displacement responses of LTI and LPV controlled systems are 
similar. However, gain-scheduled control has the major advantage that stability 
is guaranteed in the whole operating range, whereas the stability region of LTI 
controllers has to be tested experimentally. This can cause problems in practice, 
due to the potential damage from rotor-stator contact.
3 .7 .3  Instability due to  Param eter V ariations
The stability region of LTI controllers, and in particular the onset of instability 
due to the variation of the rotational speed was examined experimentally on the 
test rig. The major problem is tha t gyroscopic effects increase with the rota­
tional speed, but instability should not be caused deliberately above a rotational 
frequency of 30 Hz to avoid possible damage. It was therefore decided to run 
the rotor below 30 Hz and vary the controller design frequency in an “equivalent” 
manner. The idea is baaed on the fact th a t the absolute rotational speed does 
not cause system instability, but the difference between the actual speed and the 
controller design speed is the important parameter.
In the experiments, the rotor was run at fl — 151 rad /s  and Q =  176 rad /s  with 
controllers designed for the corresponding negative speeds Q =  —151 rad /s and 
=  —176 rad/s, respectively. This enables the gyroscopic influences on system 
stability to be exaggerated without the risk of damaging the test equipment. 
Figure 3.29 shows the measured orbit at the non-driven end magnetic bearing. The 
system is stable at ft =  151 rad/s, but at Q, =  176 rad /s, the detuned controller 
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Figure 3.28: Measured vibration amplitudes at the non-driven end auxiliary and 




Figure 3.29: Higher modes get excited if the system is operated at a different
rotation speed than the design speed for the LTI Hoc controller.
orbit and audible noise. It must be noted that the orbit is confined within the 
clearance gap, and the system is still stable. If the difference between controller 
design speed and actual rotation speed is increased above approximately il = 
190 rad/s, the system will become unstable and the rotor will make contact.
An FFT analysis of the displacement signals shown in Figure 3.30 reveals 
that there are two distinct peaks at the higher speed. That at lj =  176 rad/s 
corresponds to the synchronous unbalance response, whereas the other peak at 
u> =  870 rad/s may correspond to an excited super-synchronous mode or a higher 
harmonic.
Other experiments in which the controller design speed was chosen to be a 
multiple of the rotation speed, or where the gain-scheduled controller was fed 
with erroneous parameters led to similar results. When the difference between 
the rotation speed and the controller design speed is gradually increased, the 
rotor passes through a phase in which higher modes become excited before the 
system goes unstable. This fact can be useful in detecting developing instability 
due to parameter variations.
3.8 Closure
The method was introduced as a means to design robust model based MIMO 
controllers. The proposed design framework for controllers of rotor/magnetic
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Figure 3.30: FFT of the displacement signals in Figure 3.29 shows two distinct 
peaks at the higher rotation speed.
bearing systems provided good results. It was shown that gain-scheduling tech­
niques should be used if measurable system parameters change with time in order 
to guarantee stability and performance in the whole operating range. By consider­
ing the rotation speed as parameter, the robustness of Hac controlled instationary 
rotor systems can be increased. LTI and LPV controllers have been derived for 
the test rig, which offer superior performance compared to simple decentralised 
PD control. It was shown by simulations and experiments that LMI controllers, 
which have only been applied to rigid rotors so far, can be successfully applied to 
flexible systems. However, it must be kept in mind that the order of the controller 
and therefore the demands on real-time hardware are rather high.
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Usually, controllers for rotor/m agnetic bearing systems are based on the linearised 
dynamics of a levitating rotor, derived for example with the finite element method. 
Under certain circumstances, however, the rotor can come into contact with aux­
iliary bearings, housings, or seals, which changes the dynamic characteristics sig­
nificantly.
The most obvious reason for contact is a rotor drop due to power failure or 
other fault of the magnetic bearing system. Other possible causes are external 
forces exceeding the load capacity of the bearings, an increase of synchronous 
unbalance forces due to mass loss, or base motion. Rotor drop after a power 
failure or malfunction of bearings, in which all control capability is lost has been 
studied extensively. If contact occurs due to overload, increased unbalance, or a 
temporary fault when full control is still available, it is desirable to return the 
rotor into a non-contacting state in order to avoid machine shutdown.
This chapter discusses rotor dynamics in the presence of contact. Analytical 
methods are presented to assess possible non-linear motion of multimode rotor- 
bearing systems. A simple system is used to demonstrate the techniques, which 
are then applied to the more complex model of the rotor test rig. The theoretical 
predictions are compared with simulations and experimental results.
4.1 Contact M odes
The response of the rotor after a contact event depends on initial conditions 
(impact speed, impact angle,.. .) ,  material properties (friction, stiffness,.. . )  and 
operational conditions (rotational speed, unbalance,.. .) .  The rotor might recover 
by itself to a non-contacting state, or continue to make subsequent contacts. These 
may eventually become chaotic [49], or result in a steady state rotor limit cycle 
response. For a rotor subject to synchronous excitation e.g. due to unbalance, the 
following steady state responses have been observed:
Type 1: orbit with constant rub
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Type 2: periodic impacts at subharmonics of the synchronous frequency 
Type 3: rotor whirl with asynchronous periodic impacts
The first case has been studied extensively. Theoretical solutions exist for rigid as 
well as compliant surrounds [50-52]. The second type occurs with rotors on loose 
foundations and certain types of rotor-stator system anisotropy due to bearing 
characteristics, misalignment, or external loading [53-55]. The contact always 
occurs at fixed locations on the stator as the contact or rub frequency is a sub­
harmonic of the rotation frequency. In the third case, the rotor makes repeated 
contacts with the surround at asynchronous frequencies. The resulting motion 
with synchronous excitation is periodic in the synchronously rotating reference 
frame, but generally not in the stationary reference frame. This type of response 
can be observed in systems with approximately isotropic rotor and bearing charac­
teristics. The periodic contact produces a forward or backward ‘bouncing’ whirl, 
which eventually leads to damaging continuous backward whirl that has to be 
avoided [22,56].
4.2 Analytical Description of Asynchronous Periodic 
Contact M odes
In the following, an analytical procedure to assess Type 3 contact modes for 
multimode flexible rotors under idealised contact will be presented. This is the 
most common contact response for typical isotropic systems. Type 1 constant rub 
modes are also covered by this framework as a borderline case with zero “bounce 
amplitude”.
In general, the rotor motion in a Type 3 contact mode does not inhibit any peri­
odicity in the stationary frame. Spectral analysis reveals tha t the rotor vibration 
contains components at the synchronous frequency Q as well as components at 
harmonics of the distinct non-synchronous contact frequency ujc. Therefore, rotor 
motion becomes periodic when transformed to the synchronous rotating frame.
4 .2 .1  Rotor D ynam ics in th e  R otating  Frame
In the stationary frame, the equations of motion for a PD controlled rotor system 
can be expressed as
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M zz 0 Qz +
B zz B Zy Qz +
K z z K  zy' Qz
0 M zz_ iS*i a Byy_ i
•Cr1 K y z Kyy_ fly.
Rd 0 fdz
+
R c o fcz
0 Rd fdy 0 R c fcy_
The off-diagonal elements B zy, 3 yz are gyroscopic terms, and K zy, K yz are non­
zero if internal friction is present (c.f. equation (2.49)). fd  and f c represent the 
disturbance and contact forces, respectively, and the matrices R</ and R c deter­
mine how these forces are distributed between the nodes.
In order to bring the FEM equations derived in Section 2.3 into a suitable form
with the same mass matrices for the z- and ^/-directions, the displacement state
vectors qz, qy in equation (2.47) are redefined as
Qz ~  b~zl5 *py\i Tz2i lpy2i ■ ■ ■ i^zns  i <P yn s \  (4.2a)
Qy = [ryl) ~ iPz\i Ty2i ~ (pz2i • • • i r y n s  i ~ iP zns \ (4.2b)
i.e. qy contains negative rotations around the 2-axis. This will facilitate the no­
tation in the following derivations.
Synchronous unbalance enters the equation (4.1) via the term for disturbance 
forces. If unbalance forces are the only external disturbances, fd and R</ are given
by
71$
fdz  =  Re + }u8zi\ f P tj  (4.3a)
f dy =  Im ( n 2 ^ T \u czi + ju szi|e jm j (4.3b)
i—1
R d =    (4.3c)
T , i= lW c z i  + ] U s z i \
The scalars f cz and f cy are the amplitudes of the contact force in 2— and 
y —directions, respectively. R c is a [ns x 1] Boolean m atrix with one non-zero 
element a t the degree of freedom where contact occurs. This is usually a trans­
lational displacement, which can be extracted from the full state vector with the
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[1 x n s] position matrices P c as
T cz Pc 0 Qz
J'°y_ 0 P *. Qy.
(4.4)
The complex displacement vector w  in a coordinate frame (£, rj) rotating with 
the rotor at an angular velocity Q and a phase ip is defined by the transformation
w  =  qc + ) q T1 =  (qz + ] q y)e (4.5)
which is equivalent to
Qz Re((gc + j ^ ) e ^ ^ ) ) ‘ =  Re ^
I
Qy. _Im((?c +  jg T?)eKnt+^)_ "J1.
w e i(nt+^)^




The equations of motion in the rotating frame are expressed in terms of harmon­
ically modulated rotor states £, defined as
Q
L«VJ
Equating the last parts of equations (4.6) and (4.7) leads to the following rela­
tionship between w  and £:
w =  -  
2 I j l (* +  e  e "2j(nt+ ^ )  (4.8)
fdz =  Re (
’ 1 "
fdy _ V - j
By defining the disturbance and contact forces in the rotating frame as
(4.9)
Fc = fc (+  j fen = (fcz + j / c ) e - j(m+'H (4-10)
and substituting (4.7) into (4.1), the rotating frame dynamics follow as
=  R dwFdC ^  +  R cwFc (4-11)
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with
M w =  M  B w =  B  f 2jQM K w =  K  +  jfJB -  Q2M (4.12a)
R d w  — R  d  -jR d Rc?/; — R r iRf (4.12b)
where M , B, K , R^, R c denote the full system matrices in the stationary frame 
as appropriate to equation (4.1). The main benefit from equation (4.11) is that 
the contact forcing term is the only time-variant excitation (the synchronous dis­
turbance forcing term is now static), so that steady state solutions in a contacting 
state can be sought.
4 .2 .2  Periodic C on tact M odes
W ithout loss of generality it is assumed that repeated periodic contacts with a 
frequency u c =  2it/T c occur at times tc =  kTc where k is an integer. The phase ip 
of the rotating frame is chosen so that the impact takes place at a fixed location:
rcw{kTc) =  sc (4.13)
where sc is real and r cu;(t) =  (rcz(t) +  j r ^ f ) )  If the contact is instan­
taneous with an impulse p in radial direction, the impact force can be expressed 
in terms of the Dirac 6-function as
oo
Fc(t) = - ( l + j f i ) p  Y  S(tc - k T c) (4.14)
k=—oo
where p  is the sliding dry friction coefficient between the bearing and the shaft 
at the contact point.
The equations of motion in the rotating frame can be solved by expanding £ 
and Fc as complex Fourier series with the fundamental frequency cuc:
oo
( ( t ) =  y  (4-15)
i=—oo
oo
Fc(t) = - (1  (4-16)
i=—oo
and substituting them into (4.11) to give the Fourier coefficients for the rotor
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response
pTi(u;c) +  K - l R dwFd e - ^  i = 0 
^pTi{uJc) 
where
'Tt(wc) =  -  )iu)c&w -  K U,)_ 1R CUI(1 +  j / x ) ^  (4.18)
Z7T
It is apparent that for a fixed contact frequency ujc, the amplitudes of rotor vi­
bration in the rotating frame are proportional to the contact impulse p.
The displacement in the plane of contact is given by
rcw(kTc) = P cw (kTc) =  sc (4.19)
Using equation (4.8) and defining Pc^ =  ^ P C[I j l ] , (4.19) can be rewritten as
OO
P cw Y  ( s j +  E * e -2j<n*T'+ '» )  = s c (4.20)
i=—oo
Hence, for the contact location to be invariant in the rotating frame, it is required 
th a t Tc — In/D, I G Z, so that e- 2i(nkTc+ip) _  e- 2j^ This leads to Type 2 contact 
modes involving periodic impacts at synchronous (sub-)harmonics of the rotation 
frequency. The rotor motion is then also periodic in the stationary frame and the 
impact period is an integer multiple of the half-synchronous period. These special 
solutions will not be considered further here, as this type of contact only occurs 
if there is some sort of anisotropy in the system.
For isotropic systems, z— and y —axis frequency responses will be the same so 
tha t
I j l S* - 0 (4.21)
which makes (4.20) independent of the contact frequency. If equation (4.21) holds, 
the rotor response is given by




4.2 Analytical Description o f Asynchronous Periodic Contact Modes
At the time of contact P cw (kTc) — sc, therefore with (4.17)
i=—oo
(4.24)
where K w =  ( P ^ K ^ R d ™)-1 is referred to as “rotating frame complex stiffness”, 
and ct =  p / s c is the “bounce amplitude factor”. Equation (4.24) can be used to 
graphically determine the phase and the bounce amplitude factor (hence the con­
tact impulse) for a given synchronous disturbance force Fd and contact frequency 
cuc. The locus of the left hand side with variable ip is a circle in the complex 
plane with a radius Fd and centre at the origin. The right hand side is a straight 
line with parameter a, which originates from the point scK w. The intersections
tion modes involving contact. The argument of the point of intersection gives the 
negative phase — ip of the rotating frame relative to the forcing, and the value of 
the parameter a  determines the vibration amplitude in the rotating frame. In 
general, there will be a minimum forcing amplitude for a solution to exist. Above 
this amplitude, there will be either one (Isc-K^l < |Fd|), or two (\scK w\ > |Fd|) 
solutions for the rotor response.
4 .2 .3  Periodic C on tact Frequency
The contact frequency coc must be known in order to calculate possible contact 
modes with equation (4.24). For simple 2-dof systems it follows directly from the 
equations of motion [29]. For more complex multi degree of freedom rotors con­
sidered here, contact frequencies are found by considering energy changes during 
impacts.
The kinetic energy of the rotor is a quadratic function of the nodal velocities:
which can be separated into components along the real and imaginary axes of the 
rotating frame
between the line and the circle are solutions corresponding to particular vibra-
V(t) = ^  { £ M ZZQz +  Q y^-ZZQy) (4.25)
V  = Vc +  Vv (4.26)
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where
V^(t) =  -  Re (wT +  M zz Re (w +  jSTw)
Vv(f ) = \ lm  ( ^ T +  J^ w T) Im (w +  jfiw )
(4.27a)
(4.27b)
For a perfectly elastic collision, the kinetic energy in the normal direction, V£, will 
be unchanged by the impact. Generally, however, only a fraction 0 < (3 <  1 of 
the kinetic energy will be conserved, so that
Kc(0+) - / 3 ^ ( 0 - )  =  0 (4.28)
The aim is now to find expressions for V^(0+) and V£(0- ), or, equivalently, for 
w (0+ ), w (0_ ), and w(0). The actual velocity states at t =  0 are discontinuous, 
but the Fourier series solution (4.15) converges to a finite value of
o o
S i )iu)c =  -  (w (0+ ) +  w (0 )) (4.29)
The velocity states immediately before and after the impact are therefore given 
by
Sjjio;c -  i  (w (0+) -  w (0 ))*(0") =  \  E  I1 J1
i——oo
v(°+) = 2 E  [! i1 Bi]iuJc + 2 (W(0+) ~ W(°~))
(4.30a)
(4.30b)
The step change in the velocity states can be calculated by substituting (4.14) 
into (4.11) and integrating over t =  [0_ ,0 +] with w (0_ ) =  w (0+):
Hence,
w (0+) -  w(0 ) =  - M j R c(l -  j fi)p
1  oo  ^
= 9 E  I1 J1] S i j ^ c  +  - M " 1R C(1 -  j fl)p
t——oo
oo




The displacement states at t — 0 follow from substituting (4.17) and (4.24)
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into (4.22) as
w (0) = I jl K - JRdwKw 1 -  a P ^  J + « J 2  Y 0  (4‘33)
so tha t the radial velocity components in the stationary frame before and after 
impact are
with
Re (w(0 ) +  jfiw(O)) =  ^ a s c ^ ( c j c) +  5  +
Re (w(0+) +  jf2w(0)) =  i o s c ^ ( w c) +  5  _  M ^ R ^
/  oo
N(u;c) =  R e (  ^ 2  f1 J1 (j*wd  +  jfi (I -  K w K ^ R dw P cu j)) T j
H = - f 2I m ( l  j l  
Substituting these results into (4.28) gives
^ ( 0+ )  -  0V<;(O-) = ia2s2c n(Uc,a) = 0
where







+  (1 -  -  2(1 +  P)BZ ( h (uc) + 3 )  (4.38)
Therefore, roots of (4.38) give possible solutions for the contact frequency ujc- 
Usually, |=j|2 -C |N(wc) |2, so that the term =| Can be neglected in practice. Hence, 
the contact frequency for a particular mode becomes independent from the vibra­
tion amplitude a  and we may now write n(u;c,a:) =  n(u;c).
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the characteristic equation IT(u;c) to find possible periodic 
contact frequencies at two under-critical and two over-critical rotation speeds.
4.3  A Simple Example
A simple 2-dof disk system similar to that shown in Figure 2.7 is used to demon­
strate the application of the theory developed in Section 4.2. Assuming that the 
disk is subject to a synchronous unbalance force with zero phase (Fd real), the 
equation of motion (4.1) simplifies to
M 0 " rz D 0 rz K o' rz f d f 'fcz'+ + = +
0 M fv. 0 D fv. 0 K .ry. fdy fey
The default mass, damping, and stiffness parameters are M  =  50 kg, D — 
1400 Ns/m, K  — lM N /m , which leads to a resonance frequency of 141 rad /s 
or 22.5 Hz. The clearance between the rotor and the rigid auxiliary bearing is 
sc =  0.8 mm, the coefficient of friction is ^  =  0.15, and the energy dissipation 
coefficient (3 =  0.98.
4 .3 .1  C o n ta ct  Frequencies
Possible contact frequencies are given by the roots of the energy function n ( u ; c ) 
given by equation (4.38). II(u;c) is plotted for two under-critical and two over- 
critical rotation speeds in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the number of possible 
contact frequencies increases with increasing Q. For Q, =  100 rad/s, there are 
no contact modes. For Q. = 125 rad/s and Q = 180 rad/s, the energy function
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TcTn
Figure 4.2: Contact frequency solution
Case f i( is i) V D ( ^ )  v mJ
1 180 0.15 1400
2 180 0.05 1400
3 180 0.15 300
r different friction and damping values.
has two roots at contact frequencies above the synchronous frequency: Tc/Tn — 
{0.0653,0.2551} and Tc/T q — {0.0336,0.3923}, respectively. Two additional sub- 
critical periodic contact frequencies exist at the higher rotational speed ft = 
300rad/s, giving the roots Tc/T fo = {0.0234,0.5392,1.6128,1.9565}.
Figure 4.2 shows the influence of friction and damping parameters. If the dry 
friction coefficient p  is reduced from 0.15 to 0.05, no periodic contact modes exist 
at SI = 180 rad/s. If the damping coefficient D  is reduced from 1400 Ns/m to 
300Ns/m, with il = 180 rad/s and p = 0.15, two additional possible contact 
frequencies are introduced near the synchronous frequency.
It can be summarised that periodic contact modes are more likely to exist for 
lightly damped rotors, at high speeds, with high friction coefficients between rotor 
and stator and increased unbalance.
4 .3 .2  C o n ta c t  Impulse and P h ase
Once possible contact frequencies are identified, the contact impulse and phase of 
the contact mode vibration can be found by plotting both sides of equation (4.24) 
in the complex plane as described in Section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.3 shows the results for both super-critical contact frequencies at Q = 
180rad/s and Q =  300rad/s with radial unbalance mass offsets e — {0.133mm, 
0.266mm, 0.4mm}. This leads to unbalance force amplitudes of Fd =  {215N, 
431N, 646 N} at ft =  180 rad/s, and Fd = {598 N, 1197 N, 1795 N} at ft = 
300 rad/s, respectively. The values for contact impulse and phase read from the 
plots in Figure 4.3 at the points A-F are listed in Table 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.3: Determining the contact impulse p and phase ip by plotting both 
sides of equation (4.24) separately with unbalance mass offset e =  {0.133 mm. 
0.266mm, 0.4mm}.
Q = 180 rad/s n = 300 rad/s
Mode ip  (rad) a  (Ns/m) P  (Ns) ip  (rad) a  (Ns/m) P  (Ns)
A -2.64 1496 1.19 -2.95 4928 3.94
B -1.59 6290 5.03 -2.87 7846 6.27
C -0.55 11056 8.84 -2.59 10911 8.72
D -0.36 14082 11.26 -0.52 15817 12.65
E -0.83 1150 0.92 -0.24 18881 15.10
F -0.58 1515 1.21 -0.16 21799 17.43
Table 4.1: Contact impulse and phase for some solutions in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Contact mode amplitudes and phase in the rotating frame for e =  
{0.133mm, 0.266mm, 0.4mm}. x indicate static non-contact solutions (non­
existent for Q = 180 rad/s, £ = 0.4 mm).
At Q =  180 rad/s, u c = 459 rad/s, the curve originating at scK w just touches 
the circle corresponding to Fd = 215 N, which means that this is the smallest un­
balance force amplitude for which periodic contact modes exist at that rotational 
speed. For Fd = 646 N, the point scK w lies within the circle, which implies that 
the static displacement caused by synchronous unbalance forces is larger than the 
clearance. Contact-free rotor motion can only exist if the distance between scK w 
and the origin is larger than the unbalance force amplitude.
4 .3 .3  C o n ta c t  M o d es
With known values for the contact impulse p and phase the Fourier coefficients 
2; can be calculated and substituted into (4.22) to give the vibrational motion in 
the rotating frame w (£). The trajectories corresponding to solutions for the first 
supercritical contact frequency at Q =  180rad/s and ft =  300rad/s are depicted 
in Figure 4.4. The coordinate system (CiV') is chosen so that the unbalance force 
vector is in the direction of the positive axis for each solution. Synchronous 
rotor response solutions without contact are static in the rotating frame. They 
are indicated by a x if they exist.
It is apparent that, for given unbalance mass offsets, the contact mode ampli­
tudes at fi =  300 rad /s are significantly larger than at ft — 180rad/s although 
the static displacements in the non-contacting state are much smaller. This shows
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Figure 4.5: Rotor motion in the stationary frame with ft = 180 rad/s, ujc — 
459rad/s (A-D), and u c — 5310rad/s (E,F). The starting point is at (rz ,r y) =  
( s c , 0 ) .
that rotor-stator contact is particularly problematic in high speed machinery. At 
ft =  300 rad/s and u)c = 556 rad/s, the trajectory for mode F is just confined to 
the clearance circle. This type of contact mode will lead to double contact and 
is likely to progress to full backward whirl with a slightly higher unbalance or a 
small transient disturbance.
The analytical method used here cannot exactly describe constant rubbing as 
contacts are assumed to be instantaneous. However, the contact modes with the 
highest impact frequencies are good approximations. In the example here, the cor­
responding frequencies areu;c =  5310 rad/s and u)c = 12821 rad /s at Cl =  180 rad/s 
and D =  300 rad/s, respectively. The vibration amplitudes in the rotating frame 
are negligible, so that the only parameter of interest for those contact modes is 
the phase if).
The rotor trajectories in the stationary frame corresponding to modes A-F at 
=  180 rad/s and fI =  300 rad /s are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for the duration 
of the first 16 impacts. Similar to Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the motion 
becomes more backward pronounced at high rotation speeds. The interpretation 
of the highest frequency modes as approximations for constant rubbing becomes
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Figure 4.6: Rotor motion in the stationary frame with ft =  300 rad/s, u c = 
556 rad/s. The starting point is at (rz ,r y) = (sc, 0).
apparent for trajectories E and F in Figure 4.5.
4 .3 .4  C o n ta c t  M od e  E xistence and Stability
Not all analytical solutions are physically plausible. The boundary value condition 
P cwwikTc) = sc, k = 0, 1, . . .  does not put any constraints on the motion between 
impacts. Hence, the trajectories may contain points outside the clearance circle. 
This often occurs for low sub-synchronous contact frequencies. Obviously those 
modes cannot exist.
Even if a mode is physically plausible it might be unstable and does not appear 
in reality. Stability of the example system’s contact modes can be assessed quali­
tatively with Figure 4.3. For the solutions A, B, C, at ft =  300 rad/s, the contact 
impulse will decrease with increasing disturbance force amplitudes, which can be 
interpreted as an unstable negative stiffness property. In contrast, the impulses 
of modes D, E, F, will increase with increasing unbalance force. Hence, the rotor 
will rather adopt one of the latter contact modes or progress to a contact-free 
orbit instead of moving as predicted by solutions A, B, C.
Similarly, for ft =  180 rad/s, the rotor is likely to adopt response C rather than 
A. Mode D will be very stable as the level of unbalance is too large for a contact-
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free orbit to exist. Mode B is far less stable. The rotor will probably loose contact 
and progress to a contact-free orbit.
It follows from equation (4.24) that stable contact modes fulfil the condition
scK w -  (p +  6p)Kw P cw ^  Yi(u;c) SqR w pR-W P  cw E  'Ti(wc)> — vK,„ ™ „ > ’ Y,(E;AI. 5p > 0
(4.40)
The phase ip of the stable contact modes of the disk system at Q  — 180 rad /s  
and Q — 300 rad /s  lies between —7r/2  and 0, even though the phase of the linear 
unconstrained responses are close to 7r at these speeds. This fact will be important 
for the development of control strategies.
4 .3 .5  Simulation Results
The analytical results are obtained with the simplifying assumptions that the 
auxiliary bearing is rigid, i.e. acts as a rigid boundary, tha t the contacts are 
instantaneous, and that the rotor is suspended by a linear spring/dam per system. 
It is now examined by numerical simulation how a more realistic contact model and 
non-linear magnetic bearing characteristics influence the dynamics. Two questions 
are of particular importance: Will the rotor motion be similar to an analytic 
mode? Also: Can the statements in Section 4.3.4 about stability be verified?
In the first simulation, the rotor was still assumed to be suspended by linear 
springs/dampers, but the non-linear Hertzian contact model (2.17) replaced the 
ideal rigid contact model used in the analytical derivations. All other system 
parameters including the unbalance forces were the same as in the previous section. 
The initial conditions for position and velocity were set to the values w (0+ ) and 
w (0+ ) calculated in Section 4.3.3 for the examined modes A -F  at S7 =  180 rad /s  
and SI =  300 rad/s.
Figure 4.7 shows the rotor trajectories at fl = 180 rad/s. As predicted, response 
A is unstable. The rotor makes three contacts with stator and then progresses to 
a contact-free orbit. The borderline stability of mode B is apparent. The rotor 
moves as predicted for a few revolutions and then loses contact. The simulated 
response with parameters and initial conditions set to those of modes C -F  all 
coincide well with the theory.
Encouraging results are also obtained for SI =  300 rad /s  in Figure 4.8. Re­
sponses A, B, C are unstable as predicted; the rotor progresses quickly to a
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Figure 4.7: Simulated rotor motion in the stationary frame with an ideal linear 
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Figure 4.8: Simulated rotor motion in the stationary frame with an ideal linear 
magnetic bearing and Q = 300rad/s. The initial displacement is (rz ,r y) =  
(5C, 0).
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Figure 4.9: Simulated rotor motion in the stationary frame with a non-linear 
magnetic bearing and f2 - 180 rad/s.
contact-free orbit. The trajectories in D and E are virtually the same as the 
analytical cases. Mode F is not adopted, as the rotor progresses to full backward 
whirl. Such behaviour was expected as the rotor motion in the rotating frame is 
just contained within the clearance space. Hence, this mode can be destabilised by 
a small additional disturbance or change in parameters. In reality, the rotor trace 
in during backward whirl is “smooth”. The simulation output, however, appears 
slightly jagged due to the extremely high whirl frequencies.
In the second simulation, the linear spring-damper suspension was replaced by 
the non-linear magnetic bearing model (2.5). As shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. 
the rotor response matches the theoretical results very well again.
At Q =  180 rad/s, the instability of mode A is still apparent. However, the rotor 
does not progress to a contact-free orbit, but takes up a mode C type response, 
which is caused by the same unbalance as mode A. This kind of behaviour is 
covered by the theory and was discussed in Section 4.3.4. With the parameters 
and initial conditions of mode B. the rotor stays in contact with the auxiliary 
bearing. The responses C, D, E, F are as predicted.
At f2 = 300 rad/s, response A progresses to a mode F type motion, then to full 
backward whirl. Responses B, C, D are virtually the same as before. Response E
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Figure 4.10: Simulated rotor motion in the stationary frame with a non-linear 
magnetic bearing and Q =  300 rad/s.
is more backward pronounced and could eventually become full backward whirl 
if a small additional disturbance acts on the rotor, or if the parameters change 
slightly.
One can summarise that all simulation results are very encouraging. They show 
that the analytical method is suitable to describe realistic magnetic bearing/- 
rotor dynamic models with non-linear properties. The qualitative statements 
about the stability of modes have been verified and it was shown that modes with 
large amplitudes in the rotating frame can easily progress to full backward whirl, 
especially at high speeds.
4 .4  Bi stable Rotor Responses
The rotor will always move in a contact-free orbit for unbalance force ampli­
tudes below a certain threshold provided that no further disturbances occur. If 
the bearings have a linear spring/damper characteristic, and the unbalance force 
magnitude |Fd| = \FU\ > \scK w\, contact is inevitable. If \Fd\ has a value some­
where in between, the rotor may either move on a contact-free orbit, or adopt 
a stable contact mode. This bi-stable behaviour will now be examined through
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Figure 4.11: Bounce-like rotor response to varying unbalance force, 
simulation.
It is assumed that the disk rotates at Q — 180 rad/s with the unbalance mass 
offset slowly increasing from e =  0 mm to e — 0.4 mm in 8 s. The rotor will stay 
on a contact-free orbit until the static displacement in the rotating frame becomes 
larger than the bearing clearance. Then, it will adopt a contact mode according 
to the level of unbalance. If the unbalance is increased further, there will be a 
point when the bounce amplitude comes close to 2sc, which is when full backward 
whirl becomes established.
When the unbalance is reduced from the maximum value £ — 0.4 mm (which is 
well below the backward whirl threshold), the disk will certainly stay in contact 
until \Fd\ =  \FU\ < \scK w\. Then, the rotor might come off or stay in contact 
with the auxiliary bearing until e = 0.133 mm, which is the smallest unbalance 
for which contact is possible (c.f. Figure 4.3).
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the response for a system with ideal linear magnetic 
bearings. After the initial contact, the rotor adopts either a bounce-like or a 
constant rubbing contact mode. Only small numerical perturbations in initial 
conditions determine which solution is obtained. In practice, both responses are 
possible. The contact forces in the rubbing case are a factor 10 smaller than for 
the bounce response. The hysteresis effect is clearly visible in both cases. When 
\Fd\ is reduced, the rotor stays in contact almost until the minimum unbalance 
for stable contact modes is reached.
Figure 4.13 shows the motion in the rotating frame. The phase change after the 
initial impact is clearly visible. It is also apparent that the phase of the contact
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Figure 4.12: Constant rub type rotor response to varying unbalance force.
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Figure 4.13: Rotor response in the rotating frame for bounce-like and rub mode.
Q =  180 rad/s Q  = 180 rad/s
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Figure 4.14: Rotor response to varying unbalance force with a non-linear magnetic 
bearing characteristic.
point progresses towards the stationary phase of contact-free motion when the 
unbalance is decreased. This validates the theoretical results presented earlier.
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the simulated motion and contact forces for a system 
with a non-linear magnetic bearing. The initial contact occurs at an unbalance 
very close to \scK w\, and the hysteresis effects are similar to the linear case. 
The main difference compared to the previous results is that the non-contact 
displacement-unbalance relationship is no longer linear and the rubbing modes 
are less likely due to the reduced magnetic bearing stiffness near the boundaries.
4.5  C ontact Dynam ics o f  the Flexible Rotor
In this section, the contact dynamics of the flexible rotor depicted in Figure 2.1 
are examined at the two rotational speeds =  151 rad/s and D =  226 rad/s. The 
magnetic bearings are PD controlled with a stiffness of l M N / m  and a damping 
factor of 3500 Ns/m. The nominal clearance between the auxiliary bearings and 
the rotor is sc — 0.825 mm. The coefficients of friction and energy dissipation 
are // =  0.15 and (3 =  0.98, respectively. It is assumed that the unbalance forces 
act on the non-driven end disk only, and that the rotor makes contact at the 
non-driven end auxiliary bearing.
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Q =  180 rad/s n =  1 8 0 rad/s, / =  0 . . . 7 s
Figure 4.15: Rotating frame displacements for system with non-linear bearings. 
The right plot shows the response for the first seven seconds only, where 0 < 
s < 0.3 mm.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of II(a;c) whose roots indicate possible contact frequencies.
Q = 226 rad/s
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4 .5 .1  C ontact  Frequency and C ontact  Points
Figure 4.16 shows plots of II(u;c) at the two considered rotational speeds. Due 
to the high flexibility, there are numerous roots at contact frequencies above ap­
proximately twice the rotation speed. At Q =  226 rad /s there are also some sub- 
synchronous roots, which do not become established in practice, because their 
associated vibration amplitude in the rotating frame is not confined within the 
clearance circle. In contrast to simple systems, the plot of II(u;c) is used to find 
regions of possible contact frequencies rather than exact solutions.
Key features of the contact modes, namely, the minimum synchronous distur­
bance force for periodic contact modes, Fdmin-, and the angular location of the 
contact point relative to the disturbance force phase, can be expressed as func­
tions of the contact frequency. The right hand side of equation (4.24) represents 
a straight line in the complex plane with parameter a  , and the left hand side 
represents a circle with centre at the origin and radius F^.
W ith x  and y as the real and complex part of points, the line and circle can 
also be expressed parametrically as
which follows from the fact that (4.41a) goes through scK w.
Fdmin is simply the distance of (4.41a) from the origin, which is given by
k and Fdmin are plotted for D =  151 rad /s  and Q =  226rad /s  in Figure 4.17 for
y =  kx +  c (4.41a)
and
(4.41b)
The slope k is given by




and the point c a t which the line crosses the imaginary (or y-) axis is
c(ljc) =  - K,Re(scK w) +  Im (scK w) (4.43)
F d m i n  ( ^ c ) (4.44)
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Figure 4.17: Slope k and minimum required synchronous disturbance force Fdmin 
for all possible super-synchronous periodic contact mode frequencies.
all contact periods of interest.
The phase difference between angular contact point location and effective dis­
turbance force, xp, is the negative argument of the intersection point between the 
straight line and the circle, which follows from substituting (4.41a) into (4.41b) 
as
ip{uc, Fd) — -  atan2(kv +  c, v) (4.45)
where
v  = “  Fd ))  - *’ 6 R  (4-46)
Equation (4.46) can have up to two real solutions. If no solution exists, no contact 
mode with the chosen contact frequency is possible, because the excitation force 
is too small. If equation. (4.46) has two solutions, only the one which satisfies the 
condition (4.40) will correspond to a stable mode as discussed in Section 4.3.4.
The left and right hand sides of equation (4.24) are plotted for two example 
contact frequencies, one of which is the first super-synchronous root of n ( c u c ) . 
Figure 4.18 reveals that the principal characteristics are the same as for the simple 
disk system. Again, the value \scK w\ gives the maximum force for which the rotor 
can move on a contact-free orbit. The minimum unbalance force amplitudes for 
which contact modes are possible are Fdmin =  61N at Cl = 151 rad/s and Fdmin — 
47 N at Q = 226 rad/s, respectively. The phases of non-contact displacements and 
contact points are comparable to the disk example, in particular the phase ip  of
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Figure 4.18: Plot of equation (4.24) at Cl = 151 rad/s and Cl =  226 rad/s for two 
different contact frequencies un­
stable contact modes lies between —7r/2  and 0.
4 .5 .2  S im ulations  with Varying U nbalance
The large differences between \scK w\ and F^min imply that bi-stable rotor re­
sponses are possible. This has been checked by simulations in which the unbalance 
was increased from zero to a maximum value above \scK w\, before it was reduced 
to zero again. Figure 4.19 shows the results, which agree with the predictions, 
especially at Cl =  226 rad/s. The large range of unbalance force magnitudes at 
which the rotor can adopt either a contact-free or a contact response is noticeable. 
Bounce-like and rubbing modes are equally likely. Even though contact forces are 
much lower in the rubbing case, the range of unbalance forces at which contact 
occurs is very similar.
The motion in the rotating frame for the bounce-like response is plotted in 
Figure 4.20. At Cl =  151 rad/s, the bounce amplitudes and contact forces are 
relatively small compared to the the results at Cl =  226rad/s. In the latter case, 
the motion is ‘backward pronounced at synchronous disturbance force magnitudes 
near 800 N.
At the lower rotational speed, the angle between the contact point and the 
unbalance force varies “smoothly” with the force magnitude. At Cl = 226 rad/s, 
however, the rotor motion becomes “chaotic” at some levels of unbalance as illus­






























Figure 4.19: Bounce-like and rubbing rotor responses to varying unbalance force 
on the non-driven end disk at ft — 151 rad /s and Q = 226 rad/s.
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Figure 4.20: Bounce-like rotor response in the rotating frame at Q = 151 rad /s 
and Q =  226 rad/s.
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Figure 4.21: Bounce-like rotor response in the rotating frame at = 226 rad /s at 
selected time intervals.
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contact modes according to the level of unbalance. Between t — 8 s and t — 8.2 s, 
however, rotor motion is chaotic and the contact point in the rotating frame varies 
significantly.
Thus far, unbalance forces have been assumed to act on the non-driven end 
disk only. In reality, however, unbalance is distributed over the rotor length. Fig­
ure 4.22 shows the results of a simulation in which the unbalance on the non-driven 
end disk was increased as before, but all other disks had small mass eccentrici­
ties of 0.025 mm < s < 0.01 mm with random phase as well. It is apparent that 
this change does not affect the general characteristics of the contact dynamics. 
The contact force, the hysteresis effects, the bounce amplitude, and the contact 
point phase are all comparable to the results of simulations with an initially ide­
ally balanced rotor. This implies that distributed unbalance can be replaced by 
an additional virtual unbalance at the contact node causing the same complex 
displacement.
In multi-mode systems, not only the nodal motion at the auxiliary bearing but 
also at other nodes is of interest. Figure 4.23 shows the relationship between the 
complex displacements at the non-driven end auxiliary bearings and the closest 
magnetic bearing for bounce-like and rubbing responses. The relationship is con­
stant in the non-contact case only if the unbalance distribution does not change. 
When the rotor touches the auxiliary bearing, the ratio of displacement magni­
tudes and differences of phase start to oscillate for bounce-like contact modes. 
The oscillations are relatively small at Q — 151 rad/s. For large unbalance forces 
at Q =  226 rad/s, however, the motions at the two nodes are unrelated due to 
the chaotic behaviour. Interestingly, for rubbing contact, the amplitude ratio and 
phase difference stay almost constant although the unbalance force on the end 
disk is varied in a wide range. This fact will be important for contact recovery 
control where the magnetic bearings are used as actuators to influence the motion 
at the auxiliary bearings.
4.6 Rotor-Stator Contact Experiments
Mass loss experiments with the flexible rotor rotating at Q — 151 rad /s  have been 
carried out to verify the simulation results. An unbalance of 520gem  was added 
to the non-driven end disk of the initially balanced rotor. This causes a mass 


































Figure 4.22: Bounce-like and rubbing rotor responses to varying unbalance force 
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Figure 4.23: Differences of displacement amplitude and phase at the magnetic 
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Figure 4.24: Measured geometry of the auxiliary bearings at the magnetic bearings
(left), and at both rotor ends (right).
mass tied on the same disk using a Kevlar chord. A solenoid controlled blade was 
utilised to cut the chord and cause mass loss.
Before the first test has been carried out, the geometry of the auxiliary bearings 
was measured. The results in Figure 4.24 show that the inner auxiliary bearings 
have a clearance of ~  0.75 mm, which is slightly less than the 0.825 mm used 
in the simulations. In the contacting and the non-contacting cases, however, 
displacements at the magnetic bearing nodes are usually much smaller than at the 
ends so that this difference is not important. The auxiliary bearings at the driven 
and the non-driven end have approximate clearances of 0.95 mm and 0.825 mm. 
respectively. The diameter at the driven end auxiliary bearing was purposely 
chosen large to make contact at that end less likely. The “flat” at the lower left 
of the measured clearance was caused by sensor saturation. It is not actually a 
geometric fault.
In the first mass loss experiment, the balanced rotor was run up to f2 
151 rad/s before the compensation mass was cut off causing a response. Fig­
ure 4.25 shows the rotating frame motion shortly before and after the sudden 
unbalance increase at t =  0 s. The arrow Fd represents the approximate direction 
of the synchronous disturbance force, and the dashed circle is the nominal clear­
ance of the auxiliary bearing. It is apparent that the measured motion in general, 
and the angular contact point location in particular, match the predicted results 
well.
It can be observed that the rotor motion in the non-contacting case is not a
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Figure 4.25: Initial rotor response after mass loss at t = Os where e{t > 0) «  
0.4 mm.
single point in the rotating frame, but a small circular orbit. This was attributed 
to the universal joint coupling between the motor and the shaft, which introduces 
some higher harmonic vibrations. This effect occurs at all rotational speeds and 
all unbalance levels.
Measurements at around 2 s and 6 s after the mass loss, shown in Figure 4.26, 
confirm that the contact mode is stable. The contact point oscillations become 
less after t — 6 s, which is evident by decaying transient vibrations.
The phase difference between the non-contacting and the contacting rotor is 
visualised in Figure 4.27. As before, an unbalance of 520gem was added to the 
non-driven end disk, but this time it was not compensated completely by the tied 
on mass. The rotor moved on an orbit with an average radius of 0.25 mm. The 
phase lag relative to the disturbance force was close to the predicted 144°. After 
the sudden mass loss, the phase in the rotating frame swung around to reach 
similar values as obtained in the first experiment.
4.7  C ontact Dynam ics of Controlled S ystem s
So far, it has been assumed, that the rotor is suspended by bearings with a 
linear spring-damper characteristic. As shown earlier, PD magnetic bearings fall 
into this category under normal operational conditions. If robust model based 
controllers are used, however, the dynamics of magnetic bearings become more
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Figure 4.26: Established contact with s(t > 0) «  0.4 mm two and six seconds after 
the mass loss event with an initially balanced rotor.
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Figure 4.27: Contact response of an initially unbalanced rotor with e(t < 0) «  
0.2 mm and e{t > 0) «  0.4 mm.
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complex.
Robust controllers are usually derived with a linear model of the plant. Stability 
is guaranteed if the model error lies between certain bounds. If contact occurs, the 
rotor dynamics become highly non-linear, and it is questionable whether stability 
is still achievable with model based controllers. W ithout a detailed non-linear 
model of a contacting flexible rotor this question is hard to answer.
An analytical examination of Hoo controlled rotor contact dynamics is also dif­
ficult. An approach similar to the one in Section 4.2 could be followed by using 
a state-space model of the closed loop system in the rotating frame. It must 
be recognised, however, that H ^  controllers usually have a high order, which 
increases the computational effort. Model based controllers can process informa­
tion from non-collocated sensors, which can lead to complex rotor displacement- 
actuator force relationships. Each closed loop system has to be assessed separately, 
thus generally applicable conclusions have not been derived.
4 .7 .1  Simulation Results
Due to the problems of an analytical description of robustly controlled rotor/- 
magnetic bearing system contact dynamics, it was decided to perform several sim­
ulations in order to find out whether there are similarities to the response of sys­
tems with PD controlled magnetic bearings. The hard/soft Hoc controllers derived 
in Section 3.3 were used for the tests at a rotational speed of ft = 151 rad/s. An 
initial unbalance of 65 g cm at the non-driven end disk was increased to 650 g cm 
and 520 g cm for the hard and the soft system, respectively. The simulated motion 
at the non-driven end sensor node is shown in Figure 4.28 for the first 0.5 s after 
the mass loss.
The hard and the soft system quickly adopt a bounce-like contact mode type 
response. The contact point in the rotating frame is almost constant; similar 
to the PD controlled system at that speed. Noticeable is that the maximum 
displacement at the sensor node is significantly smaller than the auxiliary bearing 
clearance. This difference is due to the offset between sensor and contact point 
and the fact tha t the H 00 controller keeps the orbit at the magnetic bearing small, 
even in the contact case. This is shown in Figure 4.29. At the auxiliary bearing, 
the maximum amplitude obviously equals the clearance.
Another interesting observation is that the Hoc controlled rotor system does 
not show significant contact hysteresis effects. In other words, contact due to
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Figure 4.28: Simulated motion in the rotating frame after mass loss with the hard 
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Figure 4.29: Displacements of the hard system at the magnetic and auxiliary 
bearings.
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Figure 4.30: Contact response of a system with hard Hoc controller after a small 
loss unbalance of s(t > 0) ~  0.5 mm.
unbalance forces only occurs if the non-contacting orbit is equal to or larger than 
the clearance. In PD controlled systems, the rotor can “stick” to the stator even 
if the unbalance is small. This effect did not occur with the designed robust 
controllers.
4 .7 .2  M ea su rem en ts  on th e  T est  Rig
The hard and soft H00 controllers were implemented on the rig, and mass loss 
tests were performed with the same parameters as in the simulations. Figures 4.30 
and 4.31 show that the measurements match the simulation results well. The small 
bounce amplitude and the maximum displacements at the sensor node coincide. 
Also, the predicted compactness of the contact region and the position in the 
rotating frame are verified by the experiments.
The results imply, that it is possible to assess the contact response qualitatively 
for some H ^  controlled rotor systems by simulations. The example shows that 
stable periodic contact can exist even if magnetic bearings are controlled by robust 
MIMO controllers. However, these observations cannot be generalised. Other 
Hoc controlled rotor systems might show a completely different behaviour. Each 
individual case has to be examined separately.
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Figure 4.31: Contact response of a system with soft H0Q controller after a small 
loss unbalance of s(t > 0) «  0.5 mm.
4.8  Closure
An analytical method to calculate contact dynamics of rigid and flexible rotors has 
been presented. The rotor may adopt asynchronous periodic contact modes with a 
fixed contact point in the rotating frame. A simple disk system was used to demon­
strate the calculations and examine the influence of various system parameters. 
The more complex contact dynamics of the flexible rotor were then derived. Sim­
ulations and experiments showed an excellent match between theory and practice. 
It was demonstrated experimentally that H0c controlled rotor/magnetic bearing 
systems can present similar contact behaviour to rotors suspended by bearings 
with a linear spring-damper characteristic. An analytical examination of such 
systems is regarded as difficult, however, due to the complex dynamics of model 
based controllers.
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Contact Recovery
It has been shown in the previous chapter that rotors subject to synchronous 
disturbance forces above a certain magnitude can enter stable periodic contact 
modes. The cause of this can be sudden or high acceleration base motion or mass 
loss. Due to the stability of the contact modes, the rotor will not progress to a 
contact-free orbit unless control action is taken. It is therefore common practice 
to shut a machine down if the rotor makes persistent contact with the stator. 
However, in transport applications or large power plants, for example, a shutdown 
is very undesirable if not impossible to undertake quickly. Furthermore, the rotor 
might pass through several resonance frequencies during run-down, which can lead 
to even higher contact forces.
In this chapter it is examined how a rotor established in a periodic contact 
mode can be brought back to a contact free orbit using synchronous control forces 
applied through the magnetic bearings. The approach is to reduce the total 
synchronous excitation below a threshold where stable periodic contact modes 
are not possible. The strategy is related to active unbalance compensation [5,6], 
except that the measured displacements during contact cannot be used directly to 
derive the compensation forces [31]. It is examined whether the linear dynamical 
properties of the system, in particular transfer functions from nodal forces to 
nodal displacements, change in the contact case. This question is im portant if the 
magnetic bearing and the contact point are not at the same node. The simple disk 
system is used to demonstrate the discussed techniques before the application to 
the more complex flexible rotor.
5.1 Simple Rotor with Unbalance Compensation
It is crucial for contact recovery control to know the phase of unbalance forces 
acting on the rotor. It is much easier to calculate a contact recovery force if 
the unbalance is measured before contact occurs. The unbalance is known, for
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example, in plants such as flywheels, gyros, and certain industrial appliances, 
where synchronous unbalance compensation is used to reduce the transm itted 
force between the magnetic bearings and the rotor.
5 .1 .1  Unbalance Force Com pensation
Force-free rotation is achieved by letting the rotor spin around a principal axis 
rather than the geometric centre. In a PD controlled system, synchronous com­
pensation forces are applied which “cancel” the magnetic bearing forces. For a 
disk rotor as considered here, these compensation forces can be easily derived.
If the mass, damping, and stiffness parameters are denoted by m, d, and k , 
respectively, the relationship between displacement and synchronous disturbance 
force in the frequency domain is
=  1 (5 n
Fd(Q) - W m  + jCld + k  1 ' ’
W ith Fd =  Fu =  smCl2, one can find the unbalance mass eccentricity e with
—Q 2m  +  \ Q d +  k  .
£ =  w    (5'2)
where w  is the measured complex displacement in the rotating frame. The desired 
rotor displacement for force-free rotation is —s, therefore the centre of rotation 
has to be shifted by
f - n 2m  +  j Q d  +  k  \A w  = - e - w  = - w l K - j p -  +  l j  (5.3)
W ith (5.1), the necessary compensation force Fa follows as
Fain) = - w  + + 1)  ( - n w  i o d + k) (5.4)
Alternatively, one can say that Fa has to cancel the magnetic bearing force so 
tha t Fa = Fmb 1 • If the disk is spinning around the mass centre
F m b  =  £ ( j +  k) (5.5)
1F mb is defined as reaction force, so it is positive if it acts in negative coordinate direction on
the rotor (c.f. page 22)
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5.1 Simple Rotor with Unbalance Compensation
Force Q = 180rad /s Q, =  300 rad /s
Fu ( N )
^ a ( N )
f i ( N )
430
274 e- j2-89 




F im in  (N) 215 305
Table 5.1: Unbalance forces and computed compensation forces with e =  
0.266 mm.
Hence,
„  / - Q 2m +  ]Qd + k \
Fa{Q) = - w  I   J ( j Hd  +  /c) (5.6)
which is equivalent to equation (5.4).
5 .1 .2  Sim ulated C on tact  Recovery with Known Unbalance
For the following calculations, the rotor parameters are the same as in the previous 
chapter, namely m  - 50 kg, d -  1400 Ns/m, k =  l MN/ m,  and sc = 0.8 mm, 
li = 0.15, P = 0.98. For e =  0.266 mm, the unbalance and compensation forces 
are listed in Table 5.1.
It can be seen that at Cl =  180rad /s  with applied compensation \Fa + Fu\ =  
1^1 ^  Fdmin j that the rotor will not make persistent contact with the stator. 
At Q = 300 rad/s, however, the amplitude of the sum of synchronous disturbance 
forces is larger than the minimum force required for stable periodic contact modes 
so that persistent rotor-stator contact is likely to develop after an initial impact.
Once a contact mode is established, the total synchronous force acting on the 
disk must be reduced to a value below Fdmin in order to bring the rotor back 
to a contact-free orbit. Therefore, the optimal recovery force for the disk with 
unbalance compensation is Fr = —Fd = —{Fu +  Fa).
Simulations at Cl =  180rad/s and Q =  300 rad /s  have been carried out to 
verify the results. In the first second of the simulation, only unbalance forces are 
considered to act on the rotor. At t =  1 s, a compensation force Fa was applied 
leading to force-free rotation. At t =  2 s, the base was shaken, which caused 
contact between the rotor and the auxiliary bearing.
Figure 5.1 shows that, as predicted, no stable contact mode could be established 
at ft = 180 rad/s. After a few contacts, the rotor returned to a contact-free orbit. 
Hence, no further control input was required.
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Figure 5.1: Rotor response to base motion at Q = 180 rad/s. No persistent contact 
is established.
At Cl =  300 rad/s, the rotor makes persistent contact after the base motion 
event as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. After a short initial transient response, the 
rotor settles to a periodic contact mode. At t =  3 s, a recovery force Fr =  —Fd 
was applied and the rotor motion became contact-free with an orbit of small 
amplitude. The magnetic bearing force was large, however, until the recovery 
force was switched of at t =  4 s when the original force-free rotation was adopted 
again. This example shows, that a rotor can be successfully recovered from stable 
periodic contact modes by applying synchronous forces through the magnetic 
bearings.
5.2 Contact after Mass Loss
A sudden increase of unbalance after mass loss is a rather common problem for 
turbo machinery. After a mass loss event leading to rotor-stator contact, three 
cases have to be distinguished:
Case 1: Contact is not persistent; the rotor adopts a contact free orbit after a few 
impacts.
Case 2: Persistent contact is established with non-periodic or chaotic motion. 
Case 3: The rotor adopts a periodic contact mode after an initial transient phase.
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Figure 5.2: Rotor response and applied control and contact forces during contact 
recovery at Q =  300 rad/s.
£2 = 300 rad/s, e = 0.266 mm
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Figure 5.3: Simulated rotor motion at selected times in the rotating and stationary 
frame.
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In Case 1, no further control action is required unless the new contact-free orbit 
or the transm itted forces are too large. If tha t happens, conventional synchronous 
unbalance compensation methods based on a linear rotor model can be applied.
If the rotor makes persistent contact after an initial impact, and the motion 
stays non-periodic or chaotic, no information about the unbalance causing the 
contact can be obtained. A machine shutdown or at least a reduction of the 
rotation speed seems to be the only option. If, however, the rotor adopts a 
periodic contact mode, the results from Chapter 4 can be used to find the phase 
of the unbalance force, which is the basis for recovery action.
5 .2 .1  E stim ating th e  U nbalance Force
First, the contact point has to be determined by measuring the time dependent 
motion in the rotating frame. All points with a displacement magnitude greater 
than a certain threshold St are extracted and divided into four groups, one for 
each quadrant of the clearance circle as shown in Figure 5.4. A periodic contact 
mode is almost certainly not present if there are points in all quadrants or in 
only two non-consecutive ones. Such a measurement is dismissed and eventually 
repeated. In all other cases, the phase of the measured complex displacements 
with appropriate magnitude is calculated, and their median is taken as an estimate 
for the position of the contact point.
The standard deviation a  of the data  is an indicator of confidence for the result. 
If a is large, the measured points are well separated, indicating possible transient 
components in the motion. Therefore, the measurements should be repeated. If 
a is small, however, the points are close together and the rotor is likely to be in 
a periodic contact mode.
It is useful to distinguish whether the contact mode is a rub or bounce type. 
The easiest way to find out is to divide the number of points with a magnitude 
greater than the threshold by the total number of samples. A ratio close to unity 
indicates a rubbing mode.
Obviously, the choice of the amplitude threshold St determining which points 
are used to calculate the contact point is crucial. In practice, it largely depends 
on the asymmetry and eccentricity of the auxiliary bearing, but a value of «  90% 
of the nominal clearance is appropriate. The length of the measurement interval 
is a compromise between speed and accuracy. It should be at least ten times the 
rotation period to get meaningful statistical results.
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i threshold
0.9-0.'
Figure 5.4: Measured displacements 
with a magnitude greater than a 
certain threshold are divided into 
four groups.
Figure 5.5: The phase of the unbal­
ance must be known with an accu­
racy of ±e^ for guaranteed recov­
ery.
Once the contact point is known, the phase of the unbalance force can be 
estimated from plots of the type in Figure 4.3. For stable contact modes of the 
disk system, the maximum phase \f) between unbalance force and contact point is 
90°. The larger the unbalance, the the smaller the phase.
The rotor is guaranteed to recover from persistent periodic contact if the am­
plitude of the vector sum of disturbance force and recovery force \Fd + Fr \ is 
smaller than than Fdmin, the minimum synchronous disturbance force amplitude 
for which periodic contact is possible. Therefore, recovery becomes more difficult 
for large unbalances and/or small values of Fdmin■ It follows from Figure 5.5 
that the phase of the unbalance must be known with an accuracy of ±e^Fr for 
guaranteed recovery, where
— . F d m inezFr = arcsin (5.7)
\*d\
Although the phase of the unbalance force can be estimated, there is generally 
no information available about its magnitude. Therefore, the required compensa­
tion force magnitude is unknown and has to be found iteratively by increasing it in 
steps until the rotor progresses to a contact free orbit or the angular contact point 
location changes significantly (phase change greater 90°). The latter can happen 
if \Fd + Fr \ does not become small enough to pull the rotor off, e.g. because the
d. estimate
F  r — Z. Fd, estimate ^
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Figure 5.6: Contact mode phases for e — 0.2 mm and e =  0.4 mm.
phase of the unbalance force was not determined correctly, or |Fr | was increased 
with excessive increments. In that case, one can either abort or repeat the same 
process again with updated parameters.
5 .2 .2  Theoretica l C o n ta c t  Point L ocations
The disk system is considered at the rotational speeds f1 = 180 rad /s and Q =  
300 rad/s. Figure 5.6 shows possible contact frequencies and related angular con­
tact point locations for unbalance mass eccentricities e = 0.2 mm and e =  0.4 mm. 
Cases A and B are bounce-like modes, whereas C and D are indicate rotor-stator 
rub. In practice, bounce-like responses are more likely after mass loss, because 
the initial impact angle is usually quite large.
Contact recovery attempts only make sense up to a certain level of unbalance. 
The maximum mass eccentricity considered for the disk system was e =  0.4 mm. 
At Ct =  180 rad/s, this unbalance is well above the level at which the non-contact 
orbit is larger than the annual clearance (threshold is e = 0.3305 mm). At fi =  
300 rad/s, the theoretical bounce amplitude at e =  0.4 mm is close to the bearing 
clearance. Any higher levels of unbalance are likely to lead to damaging backward 
whirl.
The unbalance phase must be known for recovery, but only the angular contact 
point location can be measured. Therefore, an important aspect is a good estimate 
of xp. Ideally, the estimate should allow the successful recovery for a wide range 
of unbalance force magnitudes. Table 5.2 lists xp and ezFr f°r the contact cases of 
interest. It was decided to set xpe ~  xp(e — 0.4 mm) for each response type, i.e. for
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fI =  180 rad /s Q — 300 rad /s
Case \Fd\ (N) if) (rad) IzFr (rad) l*dl (N) if) (rad) ezFr (rad)
A 324 -0.7557 0.7277 900 -0.3362 0.3468
B 648 -0.3672 0.3390 1800 -0.1601 0.1708
C 324 -1.1493 0.7277 900 -1.1283 0.3468
D 648 -0.5828 0.3390 1800 -0.5767 0.1708
Table 5.2: Unbalance force amplitude, contact mode phase, and necessary guar­
anteed recovery accuracy for the contact cases shown in Figure 5.6.
bounce-like and rubbing modes at Q =  180 rad/s, 'lf)bounce = —0.36 rad and 'if)™b = 
—0.58 rad, and at Q — 300 rad /s, tfjbounce =  —0.16 rad and i/j™b =  —0.58 rad.
The total error of the recovery force phase, ezFr > is the sum of the errors from 
the measurement of the contact point location e^, and the difference between ijj 
and if)e, Recovery in one step is only guaranteed if the recovery force amplitude 
is chosen correctly, and ezFr +  ^ZFr •
For the system of interest, a “2-step” recovery might be necessary if the rotor 
adopts a rubbing mode at f1 = 300 rad /s  for small unbalances. In mode C, 
for example, \if) — > ^ZFr- At an initial recovery attem pt with ZFr =
if)™b + it, the magnitude of the sum of unbalance and recovery force will eventually 
be reduced to a value below the minimum unbalance force required for rubbing 
contact F ^ in > F%™™e. Then, the rotor either comes off, or progresses to 
a bounce-like mode. If the latter happens, the unbalance force phase must be 
reassessed by measuring the contact point location and subtracting if)bounce.
5 .2 .3  Control P aram eters for C on tact Recovery
During normal operation, the rotor displacements in the rotating frame are mea­
sured repeatedly with a sample rate of 2048 Hz for 512 samples. No action is taken 
if no contact is detected. However, if some points have a magnitude greater than 
St, contact recovery is initialised. During the first measurement with detected 
contact, the rotor is usually in a transient state, and no action is taken as there 
is the possibility that the rotor returns unaided to a non-contacting orbit. After 
0.125s, or 256 sample periods, another measurement of 512 samples is started2. 
If contact is detected again, the angular contact point location is evaluated, as
2The reason for the delay between measurements is the way the method is implemented on the 
experimental real-time equipment. It is not necessary for simulations
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Threshold 
st (mm)
Measurement 2 Measurement 3 Measurement 10
0 m 2  (rad) <72 0 m 3  (rad) <73 0 m  io (rad) <710
0.7 -0.3422 0.4483 -0.3408 0.2912 -0.3228 0.2944
0.75 -0.3375 0.3709 -0.3185 0.1882 -0.3273 0.1885
0.8 -0.2559 0.3559 -0.3203 0.1020 -0.3228 0.0950
Table 5.3: Estimated angular contact point locations together with the standard 
deviation of the data  sets for the second, third and tenth measurement cycle 
after contact.
described in Section 5.2.1. The data set is considered to be useful only if the 
standard deviation a <  0.5. Otherwise, the measurement is repeated.
The recovery force phase is calculated with the results of the first valid mea­
surement, and the magnitude is increased from zero in steps of 25 N per 0.1 s. The 
displacement measurements are repeated to check whether the rotor has returned 
to a contact free state. The increment of \Fr \ is stopped after the detection of a 
contact-free orbit, if the angular contact point location has changed by more than 
90°, or if the limit of |iT| =  1000N is reached. The latter two cases imply that 
recovery has failed and a new attem pt has to  be made.
All parameters mentioned above were found by “common sense”. They are not 
optimal in any sense, but seem to be very suitable in practice. Some trial-and-error 
iterations will always be necessary to find appropriate values for other systems.
A first simulation was performed to find a suitable value for the threshold st- 
If it is too small, too many points are considered to calculate the contact location 
leading to a large variance and potentially large errors. If St is too large, some 
significant points might be missed and rubbing cannot be detected reliably. The 
values S t  E  {0.7,0.75,0.8}mm were tested for =  300rad/s, and a total mass 
loss unbalance eccentricity of e =  0.2 mm, which occurs in the middle of the 
first measurement cycle. The measured contact location 0m and the standard 
deviation for the second, third, and tenth measurement cycle after the mass loss 
without the application of any recovery force are listed in Table 5.3.
It was expected that the standard deviation would become smaller and the 
results more accurate for later measurement cycles as the transient response decays 
to zero. Surprisingly, the standard deviations of the third and tenth measurement 
are almost identical, and the detected phase changes very little. A comparison 
with the theoretic value 0 = —0.3362 rad /s  reveals that the actual error of the
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Figure 5.7: Measured motion in the rotating frame used to calculate the phase of 
the unbalance force.
measured angular contact point location is exceptionally small. This implies that 
the method is suitable. The threshold st = 0.75 mm was chosen for the following 
recovery simulations as it provides the best compromise between accuracy and 
reliability.
5 .2 .4  S im ulated  C o n ta c t  Recovery with U nknown U nbalance
Simulations have been carried out to verify the methods for contact recovery 
after mass loss. The initial unbalance eccentricity was £ — 0.02 mm, before a 
sudden mass loss led to an additional unbalance mass offset of e = 0.38 mm at 
— 180 rad/s, and s =  0.18 mm at Q =  300 rad/s, respectively. In both cases, the 
rotor adopted a stable periodic bounce-like contact mode after an initial transient 
response.
The measurement-evaluation cycle takes, as mentioned above, 0.25 s +0.125 s =  
0.375 s. The mass loss occurred at t = 0.5 s in the middle of the second mea­
surement period. After contact is detected, the displacements in the following 
measurement period from 0.75 s to 1 s were used to find the contact location. Fig­
ure 5.7 shows the acquired data together with the threshold st represented by the 
dotted line.
The periodic contact mode is well established at Q =  180 rad/s, only 0.25 s 
after the mass loss. At the higher speed of =  300 rad/s, however, the transient 
motion has not fully decayed. Nevertheless, the actual measurement error e$ is
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C1 =  180  rad/s  
e  =  0 .4  m m  
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Figure 5.8: Rotor response, applied control and contact forces during contact 
recovery at Q =  180 rad/s.
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Figure 5.9: Rotor response, applied control and contact forces during contact 
recovery at Q. — 300rad/s.
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Figure 5.10: Contact recovery fails if the difference between estimated and real
phase is larger than I zft ■
small, and the standard deviation is within the limit of cr < 0.5. Therefore, the 
data shown in Figure 5.7 could be used to calculate the phase of the recovery 
force.
As soon as the recovery force phase is determined, Fr can be applied on the 
rotor with \Fr \ increasing in steps of 25N per 0.1s. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the 
rotor displacement and applied magnetic bearing force, contact force, and recovery 
force amplitude during the simulations at LI = 180 rad/s and LI =  300 rad/s. In 
both cases, the recovery worked reliably. The rotor was brought to a contact-free 
state after a maximum of 3 s, even though the levels of unbalance were large.
When \Fr \ increased, the contact force reduced, but the amplitude of the mag­
netic bearing force \Fm b \ increased until the rotor became contact free. The final 
value of |iv | is comparable with the total unbalance force after mass loss. Hence, 
the amplitude of the unbalance is roughly known after recovery, and a decision can 
be made whether it is safe to let the machine running or whether a shutdown is 
required. Additionally, synchronous compensation forces which either reduce the 
rotor displacements or the transmitted magnetic bearing force could be derived 
with the standard linear methods.
Figure 5.10 shows what happens if the phase of the unbalance force is estimated 
with a deliberate error ZFde -  ZFd =  epd > £z.Fr- At this simulation with a 
rotational speed of LI = 180 rad/s and an unbalance eccentricity e — 0.4 mm, 
ZFd was estimated with an error of epd =  ±0.36 rad. Table 5.2 reveals that
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czFr =  0.339, therefore \Fd +  Fr \ will never be smaller than Fdmin and a failure 
of the recovery is likely.
In the current case, the location of the contact point changed by more than 90° 
before the limit of |Fr | =  1000 N was reached. After such a recovery failure is 
detected, a new attem pt with modified parameters can be made.
5.3 Flexible Rotor Contact Recovery
The contact recovery principle for flexible rotors is the same as for the simple disk 
system: Synchronous forces are applied through the magnetic bearings, which 
cancel the effective synchronous excitation. The major difference is that actuators, 
sensors, and the contact plane are not usually collocated. Hence, the detection of 
contact becomes more difficult and the flexible rotor dynamics have to be taken 
into account.
5 .3 .1  U nbalance C om pensation  o f  F lexible Rotors
The stationary complex displacements in the rotating frame at a node A J  are 
given by
w a j  =  F fA j,x{fyFr + HAj,Aj{FL)Fd (5.8)
in the non-contact case. Fr is a synchronous actuator force applied at node X , 
and Fd is the effective synchronous excitation at node A J. H a j , x  and H a j , a j  
are appropriate transfer functions obtained from the FEM model and evaluated 
at the rotation speed FI.
The aim is to drive w a j  —+ 0. If X  =  A J, one gets
o =  H Aj,MB(to)Fr +  H Aj ,Aj ( n ) F d ==> Fr = - F d (5.9)
which is the well known result from the previous section. If the forces are applied 
at a different node X  =  MB, where MB ^  A J ,  then
0 = H AJ,MB(n)FT + H AJAj (n ) F d => Fr = -  i AJ'AJf X  F„ (5.10)
The evaluated transfer functions at Ft =  151 rad /s  and Ft =  226 rad /s  are listed 
in Table 5.4, where A J  and MB  denote the non-driven end auxiliary and magnetic 
bearing nodes, respectively, and H r =  Haj m^b '
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TF Q =  151 rad/s Q =  226 rad /s
H a j ,a j
H a j ,m b
5.64- n r 6 e-J2 M 
1.45 • 10-6 e - j311
1.39 • 10~6 e-J3 U7 
4.32 • n r 7e - j2-94
Hr 3.88 ej°-47 3.22 e - j ° 13
Table 5.4: Evaluated transfer functions of the flexible rotor.
5 .3 .2  L im itations o f  C on tact Recovery for Flexible R otors
Periodic contact modes of rigid disk-like systems can always be recovered if the 
synchronous disturbance force magnitude does not exceed the maximum magnetic 
bearing force. There are more restrictions for flexible rotors.
First of all, the required actuator forces can exceed the unbalance forces sig­
nificantly, as shown in Table 5.4. In the two example cases, \Hr \ G [3,4], which 
implies that the compensation force amplitude applied through the magnetic bear­
ings has to be 3-4 times larger than the effective synchronous excitation at the 
contact point. In many cases it will not be possible to apply such large forces 
with magnetic actuators as saturation levels may be exceeded.
Even if that force capacity is available, there is the danger tha t the rotor will 
make contact at other auxiliary bearings due to the additional applied forces. 
Although it may be theoretically possible to return the rotor from such a state 
with the right recovery forces, a success in practice is questionable due to the large 
uncertainties. The problem of stable contact modes occurring in multiple planes 
is outside the scope of this thesis.
5 .3 .3  A m plitude and P h ase  o f  th e  Recovery Force
So far it has been assumed that transfer functions derived from the linear FEM 
model are still applicable in the contact case. In other words, if the disturbance 
force Fd at the contact location is known, one can calculate a magnetic bearing 
force with equation (5.10), which cancels Fd and guarantees recovery provided 
that no contacts at other locations are induced.
This is a bold statement considering that the contact dynamics are highly non­
linear and the motion changes dramatically once the rotor touches the stator. 
However, the results shown in Figure 4.23 are encouraging. It is shown that the 
phase difference between the displacement at the auxiliary bearings, w a j , and 
the magnetic bearing, w m b > does not change if the rotor enters a stable periodic
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contact mode.
Simulations have been carried out with the flexible rotor system described in 
Section 4.5. The non-driven end disk was subject to a mass eccentricity of e =  
0.4 mm at Q =  151 rad/s, and e =  0.285 mm at Q, =  226 rad/s. All other disks 
were considered to be perfectly balanced. The resulting disturbance forces are 
Fd(Q - 151 rad/s) =  118N «  2Fdmm and Fd(Q, =  226rad/s) =  189N «  4Fdmin 
(c.f. Figure 4.18). Contact-free rotation is possible in both cases, although the 
orbit at Q — 151 rad /s is just contained within the clearance circle.
A sudden simulated base motion at t =  0.25 s led to contact at the non-driven 
end auxiliary bearing. After an initial transient phase, periodic contact modes 
were induced. Between t — 0.75s and t = I s , the amplitude of the synchronous 
compensation force Fr was increased. The rotor motion between t =  1.5 s and 
t =  1.75 s was measured and used to assess the success of the recovery attem pt.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 summarise the results obtained with =  151 rad /s  and 
Q =  226 rad/s. The amplitude and phase of Fr are varied over a wide range. 
Each point represents one simulation, and the symbol indicates which result was 
obtained. In the first set of simulations, shown in the upper plots, Fr was applied 
at the contact node. Hence, the theoretically optimal amplitude and phase are 
\Fr | =  \Fd\ and ZFr =  7r. At both rotational speeds, successful recovery is 
obtained for values around these points, as expected. The lower plots show the 
results for the more realistic case that the recovery force Fr is applied through the 
magnetic bearings. The frequency response values listed in Table 5.4 give optimal 
phases of
ZFr{FL =  151 rad/s) =  3.61 rad «  1.15-7Trad (5.11a)
ZFr{Vt =  226rad/s) =  3.01 rad «  0.967rrad (5.11b)
Again, those theoretical values coincide well with the simulation results. Not
only the phase, but also the required amplitude of Fr is predicted correctly by
the linear FEM model. The minimum force for which the rotor looses contact is 
roughly 3-4 times larger if Fr is applied at the magnetic bearing node rather than 
in the contact plane.
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£ 2 =  151 rad /s
71/2 271
Figure 5.11: Recovery results at Q =  151 rad/s with Fr applied at the non-driven 
end contact node 15 (top) and the non-driven end magnetic bearing node 12 
(bottom). Each point represents one simulation with the following results:
■ = contact condition has not changed 
• = recovery succeeded
o  = contact recovered at original location but new contact at other nodes 
x = additional contact at other auxiliary bearings.
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Figure 5.12: Recovery results at Q = 226 rad /s with Fr applied at the non-driven 
end contact node 15 (top) and the non-driven end magnetic bearing node 12 
(bottom). Each point represents one simulation with the following results:
• = contact condition has not changed
• = recovery succeeded
o =  contact recovered at original location but new contact at other nodes 
x =  additional contact at other auxiliary bearings.
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Q =  151 rad/s. t =  0 .7 5 .. .  1.25 s
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Figure 5.13: Motion with a small bounce amplitude mode at the non-driven end 
auxiliary bearing and sensor plane at Q = 151 rad/s. Recovery results are 
displayed in Figure 5.11.
5 .3 .4  E ffects  o f  th e  A dopted  C on tact  M od e
The flexible rotor can adopt various periodic contact modes, as shown in Fig­
ure 4.16. Slight changes in the initial conditions can lead to very different re­
sponses. Now, it is examined whether the adopted mode has an influence on the 
required recovery force.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show simulations leading to two possible modes with a 
small and a large bounce amplitude, respectively. The motion is captured from 
0.5 s to 1 s after the initial impact. Figure 5.11 in the previous section presents 
the recovery results for the contact mode with a small bounce amplitude, whereas 
Figure 5.15 corresponds to the mode with the larger amplitude.
It is apparent that the induced contact mode does not have a major effect on 
the required recovery force amplitude and phase. If the bounce amplitude is large, 
however, it is more likely that contacts at multiple auxiliary bearings will occur 
if Fr is chosen badly.
5.4  Contact  Recovery with Unknown Unbalance
If the rotor makes contact and the unbalance is not known, it must be estimated 
from the measured displacements. The strategy was outlined in Section 5.2 for a 
simple disk system. However, some more issues arise for complex flexible systems,
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Figure 5.14: Motion with a large bounce amplitude mode at the non-driven end 
auxiliary bearing and sensor plane at Q =  151 rad/s. Recovery results are 
displayed in Figure 5.15.
which will now be discussed.
5 .4 .1  D e tec t in g  C on tact
Auxiliary bearings and sensor are usually not collocated, so that the exact dis­
placements at the contact location are unknown. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show that 
at H =  151 rad/s the maximum measured displacement at the sensor location is 
smaller than at the auxiliary bearing. The threshold st has to be chosen accord­
ingly. The optimal value depends on the rotational speed due to the flexibility of 
the rotor. For simulations, st =  0.75 mm was found to be suitable at the rotational 
speeds = 151 rad/s and Q =  226 rad/s .
If contact is a common problem in a particular application, the reliability of 
contact detection should be increased by accelerometers, force sensors, or micro­
phones at the auxiliary bearings. This is especially so, if the rotor touches the 
stator at multiple locations since it is difficult to determine the correct state by 
displacement signals only.
5 .4 .2  E stim ating  th e  C o n ta ct  Point Location
The angular contact point location in the rotating frame usually oscillates around 
the theoretical value for all but the most simple systems. One reason for non- 
constant contact points are the transient vibrations of the flexible structure sub-
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Figure 5.15: Recovery results at Ul — 151 rad /s where the rotor was induced into 
a mode with a large bounce amplitude as opposed to Figure 5.11 where the 
amplitude is small. Each point represents one simulation with the following 
results:
• = contact condition has not changed
• = recovery succeeded
o  = contact recovered at original location but new contact at other nodes
x = additional contact at other auxiliary bearings.
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ject to excitation with large impulse forces. Oscillations of the angular contact 
point location around a nominal value can also occur if the rotor alternates be­
tween different contact modes. This behaviour can be caused by multiple possible 
contact modes with similar frequencies.
To keep the error of the contact point measurement in a reasonable range, it is 
desirable to position the sensors as close to  the auxiliary bearings as possible. This 
is to make sure that the differences between measured and actual displacement 
magnitudes is small, and to avoid large phase differences. For the actual rotor with 
unbalance at the non-driven disk only, the theoretical phase difference between 
the sensor and the auxiliary bearing displacements, A p  — p a j  — Ps e n , for linear 
oscillations without contact is
A ip{Ft =  151 rad/s) =  0.0972 rad and A <p{Ft =  226 rad/s) =  0.0519 rad
(5.12)
These differences are so small that they can be neglected.
5 .4 .3  C alculating th e  Recovery Force P hase
The aim is to cancel the effective synchronous excitation in the contact plane by 
applying a suitable synchronous force Fr through the magnetic bearings. As infor­
mation about the unbalance phase must be extracted from the measured angular 
contact point location, the phase between the contact point and the disturbance 
force, 'ip is important. It is a function of the disturbance force amplitude \Fd\ and 
the contact frequency ujc given by equation (4.45). Figure 5.16 shows the phase 
variation at two rotational speeds, fi =  151 rad /s  and Q, =  226 rad/s.
In practice, the phase of the recovery force relative to the measured angular 
contact point location may be chosen as
Z F r = (pm +  Z H re -  V>e +  7T (5.13)
where (pm  is the measured angular contact point location, and Z H re  and ipe are 
estimates of Z H r and tp, respectively. For successful recovery, the total error in 
the estimate of Z F r must be smaller than e/_Fr given by equation (5.7). ezFr is 
the sum of:
•  the contact point measurement error = (p — (pm
•  errors in the argument of the transfer function H r : ezH r =  ^ H r — Z H re
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Figure 5.16: Angular contact point location relative to the disturbance force di­
rection as function of |F^| and the contact mode period ratio Tc/T q .
• the difference between the actual and the estimated phase between the con­
tact point and the disturbance force — ip — ijje
Figure 5.17 shows the allowable bounds on —ifie +  7r, assuming that the contact
mode, and therefore does not change when Fr is applied. Provided that
|Fr | is chosen correctly, recovery is guaranteed if ZFr — <j> — ZH r lies between the 
two surfaces for a given contact condition.
Fortunately, ijj changes little with the contact frequency, so that the choice of 
the recovery force phase can be made independently of u c. To find a suitable 
function for ipe, the 3D plots of Figure 5.17 are reorientated so that in Figure 5.18 
the Tc/Xb axis is perpendicular to the page. This visualises the gap between the
surfaces, which confine the region of suitable values for —^/>e +  7r.
A second order polynomial fit may be used to minimise e^ at high disturbance 
forces where the permissible error is small. It is used as the estimate for — ip +  7r, 
and with the relation (5.13), the phase of the recovery force is given by a function 
of its amplitude as
ZFr (n ) = a(Iff- 'IIF ,!)2 +  6 |t f - ‘ ||Fr | + c +  ZHre (5.14)
with the coefficients listed in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.17: Allowable bounds for the estimate of — if) + n  as function of the 
disturbance force amplitude and the contact mode period ratio.
Q =  151 rad/s
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Figure 5.18: Estimate —-0e -F7r as function of the disturbance force amplitude only. 
The gray areas are the error bounds above and below the optimal value (—) 
for successful recovery.
Q (rad/s) a b c
151 2.150- 10~6 -2.185- 10~3 -2.443
226 1.797- i o - 7 -4.281 • 10~3 -2.731
Table 5.5: Polynomial coefficients for equation (5.13).
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5 .4 .4  Sum m ary o f  th e  R ecovery Procedure
The first step is to detect contact and to find out where it occurs. As mentioned, 
this can be quite difficult if only displacements are measured. When the contact 
node has been found, the contact point location in the rotating frame is measured. 
After a sufficiently accurate (f)m is obtained and H r calculated, the recovery process 
is started using the magnetic bearing closest to the contact node.
As with the simple disk system, the amplitude of Fr is increased in steps from 
a start value until the rotor adopts a contact-free orbit or until other conditions 
are fulfilled. Such conditions include a large («  90°) change of the angular con­
tact point location, contact at additional auxiliary bearings, or the reach of a 
predefined limit of |Fr |. Whenever |Fr | is increased, ZFr is recalculated with 
equation (5.14).
When the rotor has come off, the actual unbalance can be calculated with the 
common linear methods. Based on these results, synchronous compensation forces 
can be applied, which further reduce displacements and/or actuator forces.
5.5 Contact Recovery Experiments
The procedure outlined above was implemented on the flexible rotor test rig. 
Contact was initialised by mass loss as described in Section 4.6. At f2 =  151 rad/s, 
an unbalance of 520gem  (or e = 0.4mm) at the non-driven end disk led to a 
stable contact mode. Contact recovery action is highly desired, as changing the 
PD control parameters or the rotational speed will not bring the rotor back to a 
non-contacting orbit. Decreasing El even makes the contact forces larger due to 
the critical speed at 19 Hz.
5 .5 .1  C on tact R ecovery Param eters
The control parameters for contact recovery are similar to those used for the disk 
system in Section 5.2.3. The rotor displacement in the rotating frame is measured 
with a sample rate of 2048 Hz for 512 samples. The acquired data are evaluated 
in the following 0.125 s, before the next da ta  set is obtained.
If contact is detected in two subsequent measurements, and <r <  crmax =  0.6, 
a synchronous recovery force Fr is applied. \Fr \ is increased in steps of 6.25 N 
per «  0.1 s. The increment of |.Fr | is stopped after the rotor progresses to a non­
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contacting orbit, if |Fr | > =  500 N, or if 6m changes by more than 90°. In all 
experiments, mass loss occurred at the non-driven end disk, and the non-driven 
end magnetic bearing applied the compensation force.
5 .5 .2  Successfu l C on tact Recovery
In the first experiment, the rotor was initially balanced so that the displacement 
amplitudes at all sensor nodes were smaller than 0.15mm. At t =  Is , a sudden 
mass loss occurred.
Figure 5.19 shows that from the displacement data alone, it is difficult to de­
termine at which disk the mass loss actually happened. W ith additional force 
sensors or accelerometers at the auxiliary bearings, however, this problem could 
be solved. Here, it was known that the unbalance was caused by a mass eccentric­
ity of the non-driven end disk, hence the rotational frame displacement at sensor 
plane 4 was used to estimate ZF d.
These data  are shown in Figure 5.20 for selected time intervals. After the mass 
loss, the rotor quickly adopts a contact mode with a small bounce amplitude. 
The contact point varies by about ±45° around the average value. The standard 
deviation of the arguments of complex displacements with a magnitude greater 
than 0.8 mm is approximately a  =  0.5. The arrow F'd indicates the disturbance 
force caused by the mass loss. It does not take the unbalance distribution along the 
rotor into account and is therefore only an approximation for the total synchronous 
excitation which has to be compensated.
The second data set of 512 points, obtained between 0.65 s and 0.90 s after the 
initial impact, was used to calculate ZFr . At «  0.95 s after the first contact, Fr 
was applied, and only 2.25 s later, the rotor has progressed to a contact free orbit. 
The final recovery force amplitude |Fr | =  175 N was slightly larger than predicted 
by the simulation results shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.15. This is most likely 
caused by a larger unbalance in the experiment and a small error in the estimate 
of ZFd.
Displacement amplitudes after recovery were quite large due to the high un­
balance forces. To allow a safe run-down, conventional unbalance compensation 
techniques could be applied to get accurate estimations of the unbalance distri­
bution and reduce the vibration at selected locations, if desired.
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Figure 5.19: Rotor response and applied contact recovery forces after mass loss of 
520gem at t =  1 s. The rotational speed was r2 = 151 rad/s.
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Figure 5.20: Rotor motion at selected times in the rotating and stationary frames 
during the mass loss experiment showing successful recovery.
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5 .5 .3  A llow able B ounds on th e  Recovery Force P h ase
Two experiments were performed in which the phase of the disturbance force was 
deliberately set to be 60° larger/smaller than estimated, before Fr was calculated. 
The simulation results in Figures 5.11 and 5.15 suggest tha t recovery should fail 
in both cases.
If 60° is added to the measured Z i^ , the rotor contact free position was re­
covered nevertheless, as shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. However, it takes some 
time for the rotor to come off, and the required compensation force is large. The 
vibration amplitudes after recovery are similar to those obtained in the previous 
section.
If ZFd is set to be 60° smaller value than estimated, the recovery fails as 
shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. The recovery force is increased to the limit 
of \Frrnax\ — 500N, which causes contact at both magnetic bearings in addition 
to the original contacting auxiliary bearing. Furthermore, the contact point loca­
tion in the rotating frame swings anti-clockwise by about 70°. This is similar to 
the simulation result shown in Figure 5.10.
It could be assumed, that in practice pj is slightly larger than in theory. Some 
experiments with modified values have been performed. However, the results of 
Section 5.5.2, in particular the recovery time, force amplitude, and displacements 
after recovery could not be improved.
5.6 Contact Recovery for H o c  Controlled System s
Contact phenomena of H qq controlled rotor/m agnetic bearing systems have been 
discussed in Section 4.7. It was found that periodic contact modes can become 
established. Experimental testing was undertaken to establish whether the rotor 
can be recovered to a non-contacting state by applying appropriate synchronous 
forces through the magnetic bearings.
5 .6 .1  R ecovery Control Param eters
Two values tha t have to be determined before contact recovery is attem pted are the 
phase of the influence coefficients from magnetic bearing forces to virtual forces at 
the contact point, Z H r , and the angle between contact point and unbalance force 
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Figure 5.21: Recovery succeeds if ZFr is chosen 60° larger than calculated, but 
the recovery time is longer and the applied forces are higher.
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Figure 5.22: Rotating frame displacements corresponding to the responses shown 
in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.23: The recovery force phase is deliberately chosen 60° smaller than 
calculated, which leads to a failed recovery attempt.
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rotor makes 
contact
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Figure 5.24: The angular contact point location in the rotating frame changes if 
€ZFr is too large.
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TF hard H qo controller soft H qq controller
H a j ,a j
H a j ,m b
6.76 • 10- 6 e~j1-44 
1.50 • 10_6e_j1'77
1.19- 10~5e - j1-33 
2.54- 10-6 e - j219
Hr 4.50 ej0-32 4.68 e)086
Table 5.6: Evaluated transfer functions of the flexible rotor with H qq controlled 
magnetic bearings at f2 =  151 rad/s.
The influence coefficient data  for the hard and soft H qo controlled systems at 
=  151 rad /s  are listed in Table 5.6.
if) can be calculated for PD controlled plants, but if MIMO model based con­
trollers are used it must be determined from simulations or experiments. Here, 
the rather crude estimates ^gard =  | t t  and iploit — are used. They follow from 
the experimental data shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31, respectively.
As pointed out earlier, measured displacements close to the contact point are 
significantly smaller than the bearing clearance for the H oq controlled rotor. 
Hence, the contact detection threshold St is set to only 0.6 mm. All other re­
covery control parameters are the same as for the PD system.
5 .6 .2  Experimental Results
The measured data  of the contact recovery experiment with a hard H qo controller 
are presented in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. After a mass loss at t = I s  causing an 
unbalance of 650 g cm at the non-driven end disk, the rotor quickly adopts a stable 
contact mode with a fixed contact point in the rotating frame. This was detected 
by the recovery algorithm, which computes the phase ZFr . At roughly t = 2 s, 
|Fr | was gradually increased until |w I <  st .
The recovery is successful, but the contact-free orbit is quite large. As soon as 
\Fd\ is reduced to a level at which the contact-free orbit is smaller than the clear­
ance, the rotor loses contact. It does not “stick” to the stator at small unbalance 
forces as the PD controlled systems did.
5.7 Closure
It was shown in this chapter that a rotor established in a stable periodic contact 










Figure 5.25: Rotor response and applied contact recovery forces after mass loss at 
Q = 151 rad/s with a hard controller.
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Figure 5.26: Rotor motion at selected times in the rotating and stationary frame 
during the mass loss experiment with a hard i/oc controller.
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synchronous forces with a magnetic bearing. Contact recovery is complicated 
because the unbalance forces causing contact are usually unknown and a direct 
measurement is not possible. However, by measuring the contact points in the 
rotating frame and knowing the phase ip, sufficiently accurate estimates can be 
made. The proposed recovery strategy was successfully tested in simulations and 
experiments for PD and H qq controlled systems.
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This thesis consists of two parts: In part one, robust control of flexible rotor/- 
magnetic bearing systems was examined. The second part focused on contact 
recovery control. For both tasks, an accurate model of the system is required 
and it was found tha t the FE method provides a suitable modelling framework. 
In order to use the FE models for control design, the high order of the dynamic 
equations has to be reduced with suitable reduction techniques. As only the lower 
frequency modes are of interest in practical applications, modal reduction was 
applied. An experimental system identification was carries out to get an estimate 
for the error between the model and the real system.
W ith a sufficiently accurate model and an estimate for the model error, ro­
bust magnetic bearing controllers can be derived. Properly designed model based 
MIMO controllers offer improved stability and performance over conventional de­
centralised PD controllers. In this project, the synthesis method was used 
in which the closed loop properties are determined by user defined weight func­
tion matrices. W ith the common augmented plants the choice of these weights 
is difficult as they are abstract values. Here, a novel augmented plant has been 
proposed, which takes the physical structure of rotor/m agnetic bearing systems 
into account. This significantly facilitates the design process.
It was shown that LTI controllers can cause instability if the plant dynamics 
vary with time. However, the proposed LMI based gain-scheduling synthesis tech­
niques guarantee closed loop stability if system parameters, in particular the rota­
tional speed, change during operation. Simulations and experiments verified that 
the presented algorithm computes reliable LPV controllers with good stability and 
performance for flexible rotor/magnetic bearing systems in the whole operating 
range. Other measurable varying parameters such as base motion could be con­
sidered in the design process if necessary in a particular application. However, the 
computational effort increases proportionally with the number of gain-scheduling 
parameters, which can be problematic with relatively large order H qo controllers. 
Modern control design is an active area of research, and future work could in-
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elude to tackle the problem of the high computational complexity of controllers 
for flexible structures.
Currently, PD controllers are still used in most applications mainly because 
of the simple implementation. Their relatively poor disturbance rejection makes 
rotor-stator contact likely if a mass loss or base motion occurs. After a few initial 
impacts, PD controlled rotors may adopt stable periodic contact modes for a wide 
range of unbalance levels. An analytical description of the steady-state contact 
dynamics has been presented, based on the FE equations of flexible rotors. It 
was found that information about the unbalance causing contact can be obtained 
from displacement measurements in the rotating frame. W ith this information, 
appropriate synchronous unbalance compensation forces can be applied through 
the magnetic bearings, which recover the rotor to a non-contacting state. Both the 
analytical description of contact dynamics and the contact recovery strategies have 
been successfully verified by simulations and experiments which showed a good 
match between theory and practice. It is believed that the proposed method will 
increase the safety and reliability of a wide range of industrial machinery.
The theoretical framework covers all rotor systems suspended by bearings with 
an approximate linear spring/dam per characteristic. It is therefore not directly 
applicable for controlled rotor/m agnetic bearing systems. However, simula­
tions and experiments showed that even these plants can exhibit a similar contact 
dynamic response, although contact is less likely because of the better distur­
bance rejection. An analytical description the ro tor/sta tor contact of systems 
with model based controllers is difficult due to the complex controller dynamics. 
It is certainly an interesting topic for future work. Maybe the results presented 
in this thesis can help to develop “intelligent” robust (gain-scheduled, non-linear) 
controllers, which detect contact and recover the rotor automatically without ex­
plicitly applying synchronous forces. The benefit of such a closed loop approach 
would be a higher reliability compared to the presented open-loop strategy.
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This chapter gives an overview of all symbols in the report. It is unavoidable that 
some symbols are assigned more than once; their meaning should always be clear 
from the context, however.
A .l  Symbols
Z, R, A, V  length, radius, area, volume
m, d, k mass, damping, stiffness parameter
/ ,  0  moment of area, moment of inertia
E , G , v, p Young’s modulus, shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density
0 , k transverse shear factor, shear form factor
77 internal damping parameter
p  dry friction coefficient
s, a  static, dynamic unbalance parameter
s, 5r gap between rotor-magnet, rotor-auxiliary bearing
1, u current, voltage
H , B , $ , p magnetic field strength, flux density, flux, permeability
U, V, W  potential, kinetic, field energy
r, ip translational, rotational displacement
v, a velocity, acceleration
p ,  q  modal, generalised coordinate
p, q modal, generalised coordinate vector
q generalised coordinate vector for contact analysis
F , r ,  /  force, torque, generalised force
f , u  force, unbalance vector
M , D ,  K , G  mass, damping, stiffness, gyroscopic m atrix
P,  Q , R  Boolean position matrix, constraint matrix, distribution m atrix
Y , N  shape function, shape function m atrix
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A  Notation
s position in finite element
A, B, C, D  state-space m atrix
x, y, u  state, output, input vector
A, a , uj complex eigenvector, real, complex part
wo, £ undamped natural frequency, Lehr’s damping factor
0 , ^  eigenvector, modal matrix
/ ,  T  frequency, time step
to, circular frequency, rotation speed
S', 72 power spectrum, coherence
G, P , Q plant, augmented plant, general transfer m atrix
K , R  controller, rotor
T y u^ closed loop transfer function from u to y in augmented system
H  closed loop transfer function from nodal forces to rotor displacements
J  closed loop TF from nodal displacements or forces to actuator forces
A  uncertainty
W , w  weighting function, weight scaling m atrix
S, T  sensitivity, complementary sensitivity function
M B , P D  magnetic bearing, PD controller transfer matrices
0 , © varying parameter, parameter polytope
7 performance/optimisation parameter
X  positive definite solution to LMI
M , N , R , S temporary m atrix variables
w, £ complex coordinates, displacement states in rotating frame
E  Fourier coefficients of £
II characteristic equation for contact frequency
T , N, 3  substitution variables
0  phase between unbalance force and contact location
a , (3 bounce amplitude factor, energy dissipation coefficient
e error
z, fc, n  integer number or quantity




LiO default or nominal
Li+)_ positive, negative direction
min, max minimum, maximum








--o, i output, input
■--y,u output, input signal
1, u lower, upper
-:a, m additive, multiplicative
-:r, m real, modal
-1 s, c sine, cosine
-:r, t radial, tangential
d, p diametral, polar
a, b, c axial, bending, circulatory
■■x, y, z x-, ?/-, ^-direction










d , f displacement, force
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A Notation
-i, s current, displacement component
:h, v hysteretic, viscous
- B, S, D, AJ base, shaft, disk, auxiliary journal bearing
'■M, MB magnetic, magnetic bearing
1 A, Fe, C air gap, iron core, coil
-P ,I ,D proportional, integral, derivative component
'■ PD, PID PD-, PID-controlled
H,j, k, I, m, n general numbering indices
A .3 Superscripts
N Newtonian
B, s, D, AJ base, shaft, disk, auxiliary journal bearing
MB magnetic bearing
p d , p i d  pD _? piD-controlled
e , d , p d  shaft-, disk-, PD-controlled magnetic bearing element
A.4 Accents
□ normalised
□, □ largest, smallest
A.5 Operators
Re( •), Im( •) real, imaginary part
cr( •), fj,( •) singular value, structured singular value
F( •, •) linear fractional transformation
Co{-} convex hull
| • | absolute value
|| * ||oo infinity norm
A .6 Constants
j imaginary unit: j =  y/— 1
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A .6 Constants
e Euler’s number: e =  2.7182 . . .
7r area of a circle of radius 1:7r =  3.1415 . . .
I identity matrix: I =  diag(l, 1 , . . . ,  1)
Ho magnetic permeability in vacuum: fio =  47T • 10-7
g gravity constant: g =  9.81 p
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B Finite Element Beam Matrices
The Euler-Bernoulli and the Timoshenko finite element matrices for homogeneous, 
cylindrical beam elements, defined in equations (2.32) and (2.36) are listed here. 
For thin disks, the moments of inertia are =  pA^  and Qp = pA^ ~ • The second
n 4
moment of area for circular cross shapes is I  — .
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13/ —3/2
156 -2 2 /
-1 3 / —3Z2 -2 2 / 4/2
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r2 30/
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ry 30/
K  ebz =
2 E I
36 - 3 / -3 6 -3 /
-3 / 4Z2 3/ -Z2
-3 6 3/ 36 3/
- 3 / -Z2 3/ 4Z2
36 3/ -3 6 3/ "
3/ 4/2 - 3 / -Z2
-3 6 - 3 / 36 - 3 /
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’ 6 - 3 / - 6 - 3 / '
- 3 / 2/2 3/ /2
- 6 3/ 6 3/
- 3 / Z2 3/ 2Z2
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6 31 - 6 3/
31 212 —31 Z2
- 6 - 3 1 6 -3 /
31 12 —31 2Z2
36 - 3 1 -3 6 —3Z~
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B.2 Timoshenko Beam Elements
The transverse shear factor, which appears in the Timoshenko matrices, is 0 =  
24EI(1  +  v ) / k,EAI2 with n 6 [0.75,0.9]. The mass, stiffness, and gyroscopic 
matrices are splitted in parts, the full matrices are given by •) +
M l(-) +  M 2(-)’ 
respectively.
K ' . )
L0  tz
K 0( •) +  K ?( ) + K 2( •)’ G ( ) “ G o(-)
’ 156 -221 54 13Z
1 pAl -2 2  Z 412 — 13Z —3Z2
(1 + t
o to o 54 -13 Z 156 221
13Z -3Z2 22Z 412
+  G*(.) +  G | (i
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B.2 Timoshenko Beam Elements
294 -38.5/ 126 31.5/"
4> pAl 38.5/ 7 Z2 -31.5/ —7Z2
(1 +  4>)2 420 126 -31 .5 / 294 38.5/
31.51 - 7  Z2 38.5/ 7/2
140 -17 .5 / 70 17.5/
4>2 pAl — 17.5/ 3.512 -17.5/ —3.5Z2
(1 +  4>Y 420 70 -17 .5 / 140 17.5/
17.5/ —3.512 17.5/ 3.5Z2
’ 156 22/ 54 --13/"
1 pAl 22/ 4/2 13/ -3 /2
(1 +  4))2 420 54 13/ 156 --22/
-1 3 / —3/2 -22 / 4/2
294 38.5/ 126 -31.5/"
4> pAl 38.5/ 712 31.5/ - 7 / 2
(1 +  0)2 420 126 31.5/ 294 -38.5/
31.5/ —7/2 -38.5/ 7/2 -
140 17.5/ 70 -17.5/
4>2 pAl 17.5/ 3.5/2 17.5/ —3.5Z2
(1 +  4>)2 420 70 17.5/ 140 -17.5/
-17.5/ -3 .5 12 -17.5/ 3.5/2
36 - 3 / -3 6 -3 /
1 -3 / 4Z2 3/ -Z2
(1 +  0)2 30/ -3 6 3/ 36 3/
-3 / - / 2 3/ 4/2
0 15/ 0 15/
15/ 5/2 -1 5 / 1 Cn to
0 -1 5 / 0 -1 5 /
15/ —hi2 -1 5 / hi2
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B Finite Element Beam Matrices
M e2rz = <i>2 e d(1 +  </>)2 30/
0 0 0 0
0 10Z2 0 5Z2
0 0 0 0
0 5/2 0 10Z2
Mi e d0 r y (1 +  <f>)2 301
M
lry ~~ (1 +  (j))2 301
’ 36 3/ -3 6 3/ "
3/ 412 -3 / - I 2
-3 6 -3 / 36 -31
3/ -Z2 -3 / 412
0 -1 5 / 0 -15 /
-1 5 / 5Z2 15/ — 5Z2
0 15/ 0 15/
-1 5 / — 5/2 15/ 5Z2
M e -  ^2ry ( i +  0 )2 3O i
0 0 0 0
0 10/2 0 512
0 0 0 0
0 512 0 10Z2
K -  (1 +  0 )2 3O/
K e =  ^  ^0,
laz (1 +  0)2 30/
K 2 a z
02 i^g 
(1 +  0 )2 60/
36 -31 -3 6 -3 /
-31 412 31 - I 2
-3 6 31 36 31
- 3 / - 12 31 4/2
60 0 -6 0 0
0 512 0 —5/
-60 0 60 0
0 —512 0 512
60 0 -6 0 0
0 512 0 -5 /
-60 0 60 0
0 — 5Z2 0 512
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B.2 Timoshenko Beam Elements
36 31 -3 6 31
1 Fa 31 412 -31 - I 2
(1 +  4>)2 30/ -3 6 -31 36 -31
31 - I 2 -3 / 412






js~e _  JV2ay —
0
- h i 2
(1 +  (f>)2 301 -6 0 0 60 0
0 —hi2 0 hi2
’ 60 0 -6 0 0
<f>2 Fa 0 512 0 -h i
(1 +  (j))2 601 -6 0 0 60 0
0 —hi2 0 hi2
6 -31 - 6
CO1
1 2 E l
CO1 212 31 I2
(1 +  4>)2 F - 6 31 6
CO
-31 I2 3/ 2 12
0 0 0 0
0 2 E l 0 I2 0 - I 2
(1 +  0 )2 /3 0 0 0 0
0 - I 2 0 I2
K e ^  2 E I
2bz (1 +  0 )2 13
0 0 0 0
0 I2/ 2 0 - I 2/ 2
0 0 0 0
0 —Z2/ 2  0 I2/ 2
K e 1
oby (1 + 0)2 /3
6 3/ - 6  3/
31 212 -31 12
- 6  -3 /  6 —31
31 12 -31  212
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B Finite Element Beam Matrices
K e = _ ± _ 2 E I
l b y  ( 1  +  4>)2 P
0 0 0 0
0 I2 0 -p
0 0 0 0
0 -p 0 I2
4>2 2 E l
2by ~  ( 1  +  4>)2 P
0 0 0 0
0 I2/ 2 0 —l2/2
0 0 0 0
0 - P /2  o P /2
’ 6 -3/ -6 -3/
1 2 E l 3/ —212 -3/ - P
( 1  +  0 ) 2 P -6 31 6 3/
3/ - I 2 -3/ - 2 P
0 0 0 0
0 2£J 0 -p 0 12
(l + 4>)2 /3 0 0 0 0
0 p 0 -p
0 0 0 0
_  </>2 2£7 0 - P /2  0 P /2
2c ~  (1 +  4>)2 I3 0 0 0 0
0 P /2  0 - P /2
p e  _  -*■ Qp
0 (1 + 0)2 30/
-36 3/ 36 31
-31 4P 3/ - I 2
36 -3 / -3 6  -3 /
-3 / - I 2 31 4/2
0 -15/ 0 -15/
c e  $ @p 15/ 5/2 -15/ —5/2
1 ~  (1 +  0)2 30/ 0 15/ 0 15/
15/ —512 -15/ 512
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B.2 Timoshenko Beam Elements
c e =
2 (1 +  0)2 30/
0 0 0 0
0 1012 0 512
0 0 0 0
0 512 0 1012
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